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OPTIMAL DECAY OF WANNIER FUNCTIONS
IN CHERN AND QUANTUM HALL INSULATORS
DOMENICO MONACO, GIANLUCA PANATI, ADRIANO PISANTE, STEFAN TEUFEL
Abstract. We investigate the localization properties of independent electrons
in a periodic background, possibly including a periodic magnetic field, as e. g. in
Chern insulators and in Quantum Hall systems. Since, generically, the spectrum
of the Hamiltonian is absolutely continuous, localization is characterized by the
decay, as |x| → ∞, of the composite (magnetic) Wannier functions associated to
the Bloch bands below the Fermi energy, which is supposed to be in a spectral gap.
We prove the validity of a localization dichotomy, in the following sense: either
there exist exponentially localized composite Wannier functions, and correspond-
ingly the system is in a trivial topological phase with vanishing Hall conductivity,
or the decay of any composite Wannier function is such that the expectation value
of the squared position operator, or equivalently of the Marzari-Vanderbilt local-
ization functional, is +∞. In the latter case, the Bloch bundle is topologically
non-trivial, and one expects a non-zero Hall conductivity.
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1. Introduction: transport, localization and topology
The understanding of transport properties of quantum systems out of equilib-
rium is a crucial challenge in statistical mechanics. A long term goal is to explain
the conductivity properties of solids starting from first principles, as e. g. from the
Schro¨dinger equation governing the dynamics of electrons and ionic cores. While
the general goal appears to be beyond the horizon, some results can be obtained
for specific models, in particular for independent electrons in a periodic or random
background.
As a general paradigm, in this case the electronic transport properties are re-
lated to the spectral type of the Hamiltonian and to the (de-)localization of the
corresponding (generalized) eigenstates. However, when periodic systems are
considered, the Hamiltonian operator has generically purely absolutely continuous
spectrum (1). Therefore, one needs a finer notion of localization, which allows for
example to predict when a crystal, in the absence of any external magnetic field,
exhibits a zero transverse conductivity, as it happens for ordinary insulators, and
when a non-vanishing one, as in the case of the recently realized Chern insulators
[BFK, CZK] predicted by Haldane [Hal, HK].
Our main message is that such a finer notion of localization is provided by the
rate of decay of composite Wannier functions (CWF) associated to the gapped
periodic Hamiltonian. The use of this notion enables us to prove a localization
dichotomy, illustrated in Table 1, which in a nutshell can be formulated as follows:
(1) A remarkable exception is the well-known Landau Hamiltonian. Notice, however, that if a
periodic background potential is included in the model, one is generically back to the absolutely-
continuous setting.
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(i) whenever the system is time-reversal (TR) symmetric, there exist exponen-
tially localized composite Wannier functions which are associated to the Bloch
bands below the Fermi energy, assuming that the latter is in a spectral gap;
(ii) viceversa, as soon as TR-symmetry is broken, as it happens for Chern insu-
lators, generically the composite Wannier functions are delocalized and the
transverse conductivity does not vanish.
Moreover, such a localization dichotomy is a topological phenomenon: the rele-
vant information is the triviality of the Bloch bundle associated to the occupied
states, that is, the vector bundle over the Brillouin torus whose fiber over k is
spanned by the occupied Bloch states at fixed crystal momentum k.
Time-reversal
symmetry
Symmetry Broken
TR symmetry
Trivial
Bloch bundle
Topology Non-trivial
Bloch bundle
Exponentially loc.
Wannier functions
∃ β > 0 : eβ|x|w ∈ L2(Rd)
Localization Delocalized
Wannier functions
〈w, |x|2w〉 = +∞
Vanishing
Hall current
Transport Non-zero
Hall current
Table 1. The main ideas outlined in the Introduction are summa-
rized in this synoptic table. Here the symbol (⇒) corresponds to
implication, while ( ) denotes implication in specific models or un-
der suitable assumptions. Implications which are proved within this
paper are in boldface.
The first claim above, namely (i), is well-known in the literature. Starting with
the pioneering result by W. Kohn [Ko], in several decades it has been proved that,
whenever the system is TR-symmetric, there exists a choice of the Bloch gauge
yielding exponentially localized CWFs, independently from the number m of Bloch
bands, provided the system has dimension d ≤ 3. For m = 1 the claim has been
proved in [Ko, Bl, Cl2, Ne1, HSj], while the case of composite bands (m > 1)
was solved first for 1-dimensional systems by using adiabatic perturbation theory
[NN, Ne2], and later for d ≤ 3 by bundle-theoretic techniques [Pa, BPCM, MP]
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(see also [Ku] for a recent review). More recently, explicit algorithms have been
proposed to construct well-localized Wannier functions which are moreover real-
valued [FMP, CHN, CLPS], and the connection with the minimizers of the Marzari-
Vanderbilt localization functional has been investigated, see [PP] and references
therein.
In this paper, we prove instead claim (ii). We consider a gapped periodic system,
and we assume that the Fermi projector corresponds to a non-trivial (magnetic)
Bloch bundle, as it happens generically when TR-symmetry is broken. For example,
one might think of Chern insulators or Quantum Hall systems. The rate of decay
of composite Wannier functions changes drastically in this case, from exponential
to polynomial. We prove in Theorem 3.5 that the optimal decay for a system
w = (w1, . . . , wm) of CWFs in a non-trivial topological phase is characterized by the
divergence of the second moment of the position operator, defined as
〈X2〉w ≡
m∑
a=1
∫
Rd
|x|2|wa(x)|
2dx.
Heuristically, this corresponds to a power-law decay |wa(x)| ≍ |x|
−α, with α = 2
for d = 2 and α = 5/2 for d = 3. The former exponent was foreseen by Thou-
less [Th], who also argued that the exponential decay of the Wannier functions is
intimately related to the vanishing of the Hall current. Around the same time,
Zak and collaborators [DZ, Zak2] showed that, as far as localized magnetic orbitals
are concerned, completeness, orthogonality and exponential decay are incompatible.
Further analytic investigations [RZE] confirmed this picture.
The previous discussion, which is substantiated by Theorems 2.4-2.5 and by Theo-
rem 3.5 for periodic Schro¨dinger operators and tight-binding models, is summarized
in the following
Localization–Topology Correspondence: Consider a gapped periodic quantum
system. Then it is always possible to construct a system w = (w1, . . . , wm) of CWFs
for the occupied states such that
(1.1)
m∑
a=1
∫
Rd
|x|2s |wa(x)|
2dx < +∞ for every s < 1.
Moreover, the following statements are equivalent:
(a) Finite second moment: there exists a choice of Bloch gauge such that the
corresponding CWFs w = (w1, . . . , wm) satisfy
〈X2〉w =
m∑
a=1
∫
Rd
|x|2 |wa(x)|
2dx < +∞;
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(b) Exponential localization: there exists α > 0 and a choice of Bloch gauge
such that the corresponding CWFs w˜ = (w˜1, . . . , w˜m) satisfy
m∑
a=1
∫
Rd
e2β|x| |w˜a(x)|
2dx < +∞ for every β ∈ [0, α);
(c) Trivial topology: the Bloch bundle associated to the occupied states is trivial.
In case (a) holds, then there exist a sequence
{
w(ℓ)
}
of systems of exponentially
localized CWFs such that w(ℓ) → w in L2(Rd, 〈x〉2dx)m as ℓ→∞.
Our result can be reformulated in terms of the localization functional introduced
by Marzari and Vanderbilt [MV, MYSV], which with our notation reads
(1.2)
FMV(w) =
m∑
a=1
∫
Rd
|x|2|wa(x)|
2 dx−
m∑
a=1
d∑
j=1
(∫
Rd
xj|wa(x)|
2 dx
)2
=: 〈X2〉w − 〈X〉
2
w.
In view of the first part of the statement, there always exists a system of CWFs
satisfying (1.1) for fixed s = 1/2, so that the first moment 〈X〉w is finite. Hence, the
Marzari–Vanderbilt functional is finite if and only if 〈X2〉w is. By the second part of
the Localization–Topology Correspondence, the latter condition is equivalent to the
triviality of the Bloch bundle. The result is in agreement with previous numerical
and analytic investigations on the Haldane model [TV]. As a consequence, the
minimization of FMV is possible only in the topologically trivial case, and numerical
simulations in the topologically non-trivial regime should be handled with care: we
expect that the numerics become unstable when the mesh in k-space becomes finer
and finer.
Furthermore, our result sets a new paradigm in the relation between topology and
localization. As foreseen by Thouless et al. [TKNN] and Haldane [Hal], the topol-
ogy of the Bloch bundle is mirrored by the Hall conductivity of a non-interacting 2d
gas of electrons in a periodic background. Remarkably, this topologically protected
transport is robust against interactions, qualifying as a universal feature. Indeed,
recent rigorous results on the Hubbard-Haldane model [GMP] show that the trans-
verse conductivity of a gas of interacting fermions exactly equals the one of the
non-interacting gas. From our perspective, topology and transport reflect on the
localization properties of the system, expressed in terms of CWFs [Th].
Further possible applications of the Localization–Topology Correspondence go
beyond the realm of crystalline solids, including superfluids and superconductors
[PT, TPTH], and tensor network states [Rd]. For example, in the context of flat
band superconductivity a crucial question is whether the superfluid weight Ds is
actually non-zero, yielding the dissipationless transport and the Meissner effect that
define superconductivity. In a recent breakthrough paper [PT], it was noticed that
the superfluid weight depends not only on the dispersion relation but also on the
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Bloch eigenfunctions of the relevant energy band. More specifically, the authors
demonstrate that for d = 2 one has Ds ≥ |c1(P )|, where c1(P ) is the first Chern
number, as defined in (2.2), and P is the relevant family of projectors. Our paper
shows that a non-vanishing Chern number implies the delocalization of composite
Wannier functions, which might be related to the existence of a long-range order
associated to the transition to the superconductive phase, namely Ds > 0. In view
of that, we hope that our results will trigger new developments in the theory of
superconductors and of many-body systems, and possibly in other realms of solid-
state physics.
We conclude this Introduction by outlining the structure of the paper. Section 2
contains our main results, namely Theorems 2.4 and 2.5. These are formulated
within a general framework, which goes beyond that of Wannier functions in in-
sulators. The results are stated in terms of families of projectors depending on
a parameter k ∈ Rd, which in applications to crystals correspond to the spectral
projectors on the occupied states as functions of the crystal momentum k: it is
customary in the physics literature to denote these by
P∗(k) =
occ∑
n
|un(k)〉 〈un(k)| ,
where un(k) denotes the periodic part of the n-th (magnetic) Bloch function. Bloch
frames (compare Definition 2.3) associated to such families of projectors play in mo-
mentum space the role that Wannier functions play in position space. In particular,
the (Sobolev) regularity of Bloch frames as functions of k is linked to the decay rate
at infinity of the associated CWFs (see also Appendix A). Thus, when applied to the
concrete case of a magnetic periodic Schro¨dinger operator (Section 3), the general
results yield the optimal decay of Wannier functions in topologically non-trivial sys-
tems like Chern and quantum Hall insulators, as stated in the Localization–Topology
Correspondence above (compare Theorem 3.5). The last Sections 4 to 7 contain the
tools and the arguments needed to prove the main results stated in Section 2.
Acknowledgements. We are indebted to Horia Cornean for many useful and
stimulating discussions. We are grateful to Gian Michele Graf for useful comments,
and to Sebastiano Peotta for pointing out to us the relevance of the delocalization
of composite Wannier functions in the context of flat band superconductivity.
D.M. and S.T. acknowledge financial support from the German Science Foundation
(DFG) within the GRK 1838 “Spectral theory and dynamics of quantum systems”.
2. Assumptions and general results
In this Section, we state our results in a general setting, aiming at the afore-
mentioned applications to composite Wannier functions in crystals with broken TR
symmetry and potentially to other gapped periodic quantum systems. In particular,
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the following abstract results apply both to continuous models, as e. g. the magnetic
Schro¨dinger operators considered in the Section 3, and to discrete models, as e. g.
the Hofstadter and the Haldane model [Hof, Hal].
2.1. Families of projectors and Bloch frames. In the following, we let H be
a separable Hilbert space with scalar product 〈·, ·〉, B(H) denote the algebra of
bounded linear operators on H, and U(H) denote the group of unitary operators
on H. We also consider a maximal lattice Λ ≃ Zd ⊂ Rd which, in the application
to Schro¨dinger operators, is identified with the reciprocal (magnetic) lattice. If Λ is
generated by the basis {e1, . . . , ed} ⊂ R
d, a fundamental unit cell for Λ is chosen by
setting
(2.1) B :=
{
k =
d∑
j=1
kjej ∈ R
d : −
1
2
≤ kj ≤
1
2
, j ∈ {1, . . . , d}
}
.
We will also use the notation
Bij := {k ∈ B : kℓ = 0 if ℓ /∈ {i, j}} , i, j ∈ {1, . . . , d} .
Assumption 2.1. We consider a family of orthogonal projectors {P (k)}k∈Rd ⊂
B(H) satisfying the following assumptions:
(P1) analiticity: the map R
d ∋ k 7→ P (k) ∈ B(H) is real-analytic;
(P2) τ-covariance: the map k 7→ P (k) is covariant with respect to a unitary
representation τ : Λ→ U(H), λ 7→ τ(λ) ≡ τλ, in the sense that
P (k + λ) = τλ P (k) τ
−1
λ for all k ∈ R
d, λ ∈ Λ.
Definition 2.2. A family of orthogonal projectors {P (k)}k∈Rd ⊂ B(H) as in As-
sumption 2.1 is called Chern non-trivial if for at least one choice of i, j ∈
{1, . . . , d}, with i < j, the number
(2.2) c1(P )ij :=
1
2πi
∫
Bij
Tr
(
P (k) [∂iP (k), ∂jP (k)]
)
dki ∧ dkj
is non-zero. If c1(P )ij = 0 for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ d, then the family {P (k)}k∈Rd is called
Chern trivial.
Assumption (P1) implies that the rank m of the projectors P (k) is constant in
k, and we will assume that m < +∞. The above assumptions (P1) and (P2) are
satisfied by the spectral projectors {P∗(k)}k∈Rd corresponding to an isolated family
of Bloch bands of a magnetic periodic Schro¨dinger operator, as is guaranteed by
Proposition 3.3 below. Besides, it is easy to check that the previous Assumption is
also satisfied when an isolated Bloch band for the Hofstadter or the Haldane model
is considered, with the additional simplification that H is finite dimensional.
The terminology “Chern (non-)trivial” from Definition 2.2 is borrowed from the
theory of vector bundles. Indeed, to any family of projectors {P (k)}k∈Rd as in
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Assumption 2.1 one can associate a smooth Hermitian vector bundle of rank m
over the d-dimensional torus Td := Rd/Λ, called the Bloch bundle. Informally,
the Bloch bundle has the range of the projector RanP (k) ⊂ H as fiber over the
point k ∈ Td – see [Pa, MP] for further details. When d ≤ 3, the Bloch bundle is
trivial (i. e. isomorphic to a product bundle Td × Cm) exactly when the first Chern
numbers defined via (2.2) vanish [Pa]. In higher dimension d > 3, this condition
is not sufficient anymore, and characterizing trivial Bloch bundles becomes more
involved.
Definition 2.3 (Bloch frame). Let P = {P (k)}k∈Rd be a family of projectors
satisfying Assumption 2.1. A local Bloch frame subordinated to P on a region
Ω ⊂ Rd is a map
Φ : Ω −→ H⊕ . . .⊕H = Hm
k 7−→ (φ1(k), . . . , φm(k))
such that for a.e. k ∈ Ω the set {φ1(k), . . . , φm(k)} is an orthonormal basis spanning
RanP (k). If Ω = Rd we say that Φ is a global Bloch frame. Moreover, we say
that a (global) Bloch frame is
(F0) continuous (respectively smooth, analytic) if the maps φa : R
d → H are
continuous (respectively C∞-smooth, analytic) for all a ∈ {1, . . . , m};
(F1) H
s-regular if the maps φa : R
d → H lie in the corresponding local Sobolev
space Hsloc(R
d,H) for all a ∈ {1, . . . , m};
(F2) τ-equivariant if
φa(k + λ) = τλ φa(k) for all k ∈ R
d, λ ∈ Λ, a ∈ {1, . . . , m} .
In geometric terms, a Bloch frame is a trivializing frame for the Bloch bundle asso-
ciated to the family of projectors {P (k)}k∈Rd. The existence of a global, continuous,
and τ -equivariant Bloch frame is topologically obstructed, and this obstruction is
quantified precisely by the Chern numbers (2.2), whose vanishing is equivalent to
the triviality of the bundle itself [Pa, Mo].
2.2. Main results. Having set all the notation we need, we are now ready to state
our main results in this general setting. The consequences on the decay rate of
Wannier functions for Chern and Quantum Hall insulators will be deduced at the
end of the next Section, see Theorem 3.5.
Theorem 2.4. Assume d ≤ 3. Let P = {P (k)}k∈Rd be a family of orthogonal
projectors satisfying Assumption 2.1, with finite rank m ∈ N×. Then there exists a
global τ -equivariant Bloch frame for P which is Hs-regular for all s < 1.
The proof of Theorem 2.4 is postponed to Section 5.
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Theorem 2.5. Assume d ≤ 3. Let P = {P (k)}k∈Rd be a family of orthogonal
projectors satisfying Assumption 2.1, with finite rank m ∈ N×. Suppose that there
exists a global τ -equivariant Bloch frame Φ for P in H1loc(R
d,Hm). Then
(i) triviality of the Bloch bundle: c1(P )ij = 0 for any choice of 1 ≤ i < j ≤ d;
as a consequence, the Bloch bundle associated to P is trivial;
(ii) approximation by analytic frames: there exists a sequence
{
Ψ(n)
}
of
global analytic τ -equivariant Bloch frames for P, such that Ψ(n)−→Φ in the
space H1loc(R
d,Hm) as n→∞.
The proof of Theorem 2.5 is postponed to Section 7.
Remark 2.6 (Dependence of Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 on the dimension). We
observe that the above two results are actually substantial only for 2 ≤ d ≤ 3. In
fact, it is well-known that, if d = 1, then one can construct a global, τ -equivariant
and analytic Bloch frame for a family of projectors satisfying Assumption 2.1 (see
e. g. Remark 5.3). Also, since no non-zero 2-forms exist on a 1-dimensional manifold,
trivially c1(P ) = 0.
Notice also that, in dimension 2 ≤ d ≤ 3, if there exists a global, τ -equivariant
Bloch frame which is Hs-regular for s > d/2, then c1(P )ij = 0 for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤
d. Indeed, by Sobolev embedding such a frame would be also continuous: as was
already mentioned, the existence of such continuous Bloch frames is characterized
by the vanishing of the Chern numbers. In particular, when d = 2 this excludes
the existence of τ -equivariant Bloch frames in Hs for s > 1 whenever the family of
projectors is Chern non-trivial, in the sense of Definition 2.2. ⋄
The next Section will be devoted to the application of the previous general results
in the context of magnetic periodic Schro¨dinger operators, and to deduce the rate
of decay of composite Wannier functions in gapped crystalline systems as outlined
in the Introduction.
After this application, we pass to the proofs of Theorems 2.4 and 2.5. First of
all, we will reduce the problem from τ -covariant to periodic families of projectors in
Section 4.1. The statements of our two general results are reduced to Theorems 5.1
and 7.1, respectively.
In Section 5, by means of the technique of parallel transport, we are able to
construct Bloch frames which are periodic and have singularities concentrated in
codimension 2 (so on a point in d = 2 and on lines in d = 3). This technique also
gives a full control on the growth of the gradient of any element of the frame when
approaching the singularity, which allows to obtain the Sobolev regularity stated in
Theorem 2.4.
Finally, Section 7 contains the proof of Theorem 2.5. We provide two alternative
proofs of item (i), concerning the triviality of the Bloch bundle. The first one
involves the use of techniques from the theory of approximation of Sobolev maps
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with values in a manifold, which are detailed in Appendix B, combined with a finite-
dimensional reduction presented in Section 4.2. This argument gives further insight
on the geometry of the problem: essentially, the proof shows how the given Bloch
bundle can be approximated by a sequence of trivial Bloch bundles E˜n, each of which
furthermore embeds in Td × Vn where Vn is a finite-dimensional linear subspace of
H. In particular, the finite-dimensional reduction may provide theoretical ground
for the error estimates in numerical simulations (compare Remark 6.3). The second
proof of item (i) in the statement of Theorem 2.5 is more direct, but fails to take into
account the geometric interpretation of the problem and is not able to exploit the
finite-dimensional reduction. Point (ii) in Theorem 2.5 then follows from (i) again by
means of the results of Appendix B. A companion approximation result, concerning
finite-dimensional truncations of the Hilbert space (Theorem 7.1.(iii)), can be easily
translated to the context of τ -equivariant frames in the spirit of Theorem 2.5.
3. Application to composite Wannier functions
In this Section, after reviewing some basic facts concerning the analysis of mag-
netic periodic Hamiltonians and the corresponding composite Wannier bases, we
apply the general results from last Section to the optimal decay of composite Wan-
nier functions in gapped periodic quantum systems, proving a restatement of the
Localization–Topology Correspondence in the Introduction. The experienced reader
can skip the review part, and jump directly to Section 3.4.
For the sake of the presentation, we will focus on continuous models, but our results
(in particular Theorem 3.5) easily generalize to tight-binding and discrete models,
under the assumption that the Fermi energy lies in a spectral gap.
3.1. Magnetic periodic Schro¨dinger operators. The dynamics of a particle
in a crystalline solid subject to an electro-magnetic field can be modeled by use
of a magnetic periodic Schro¨dinger Hamiltonian (sometimes called magnetic Bloch
Hamiltonian). In general, magnetic Schro¨dinger operators are in the form (2)
HΓ = 12 (−i∇x − AΓ(x))
2 + VΓ(x) acting in L
2(Rd).
We will later specify conditions on the magnetic and scalar potentials AΓ and VΓ
that guarantee in particular that HΓ defines a self-adjoint operator on a suitable
domain (see Assumption 3.1 and Remark 3.2).
“Periodicity” of the Hamiltonian means that HΓ should commute with transla-
tions by vectors in the Bravais lattice Γ of the solid under consideration, which is
generated by a basis {a1, . . . , ad} in R
d as Γ = SpanZ {a1, . . . , ad} ≃ Z
d ⊂ Rd. The
(2) Throughout this Section, we use Hartree atomic units, and moreover we reabsorb the recip-
rocal of the speed of light 1/c in the definition of the function AΓ.
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operator HΓ is then required to commute with the lattice translation operators
(3.1) (Tγψ)(x) := ψ(x− γ), γ ∈ Γ, ψ ∈ L
2(Rd),
as is the case when AΓ and VΓ are Γ-periodic functions. In particular, in 2 dimensions
the magnetic flux per unit cell ΦB should be zero.
The case of non-zero magnetic flux per unit cell in dimensions 2 and 3, which
generically appears when e. g. a uniform magnetic field is considered, can also be
recast in this framework under some commensurability assumption. To see this, let
Ab(x) be a vector potential in R
d for a magnetic field of uniform strength b ∈ R,
e. g. Ab(x) =
1
2c
x ∧ B when d = 3, where c is the speed of light and B = bBˆ is the
applied magnetic field (the case d = 2 can be recovered by setting x = (x1, x2, 0)
and B = (0, 0, b)). Consider the Bloch-Landau Hamiltonian
HΓ,b = 12 (−i∇x −Ab(x))
2 + VΓ(x).
The role of the natural translations (3.1), which commute with HΓ and among
themselves, is now played by the magnetic translations [Zak1]
(TAbγ ψ)(x) := e
iγ·Ab(x) ψ(x− γ), γ ∈ Γ.
These commute with HΓ,b, but satisfy the pseudo-Weyl relations
TAbγ T
Ab
γ′ = e
i
c
B·(γ∧γ′) TAbγ′ T
Ab
γ , γ, γ
′ ∈ Γ.
If we assume that
(3.2) 1
c
B · (γ ∧ γ′) ∈ 2πQ for all γ, γ′ ∈ Γ
then the magnetic translations provide a true unitary representation on L2(Rd) at
the price of choosing a smaller Bravais lattice, i. e. of choosing larger periods. For
example, in 2 dimensions it suffices to ask that B · (a1 ∧ a2) = 2πc p/q ∈ 2πcQ.
Physically, this condition means that the magnetic flux per unit cell ΦB is a rational
multiple of the fundamental flux unit Φ∗ = hc/e, which equals 2πc in Hartree units.
Under this condition, one obtains a unitary representation of Γq ≃ Z
2 by setting
T : Γq → U(L
2(R2)), n1 a1 + n2 q a2 7→ (T
Ab
a1 )
n1(TAba2 )
qn2 ,
where Γq := {γ ∈ Γ : γ = n1 a1 + n2 q a2, (n1, n2) ∈ Z
2} may be regarded as a sub-
lattice of Γ. Notice that Γq, and hence the dual torus R
d/Γq, depends on the value
of the magnetic flux per unit cell.
In the following, we will denote by A : Rd → Rd a magnetic potential which is in
the form A = AΓ + Ab, where AΓ is periodic and Ab is linear (i. e. it generates a
uniform magnetic field satisfying the commensurability condition (3.2)). In analogy
with the 2-dimensional case, we denote by Γb the sublattice of Γ which is unitarily
represented on L2(Rd) by the (magnetic) translations T bγ , γ ∈ Γb, associated to the
linear part of the magnetic potential. Finally, set HΓ,b = 12(−i∇x − A(x))
2 + VΓ(x)
for the magnetic Schro¨dinger Hamiltonian.
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3.2. Magnetic Bloch-Floquet transform. In order to simplify the analysis of
periodic operators, one looks for a convenient representation which (partially) di-
agonalizes simultaneously both the Hamiltonian and the lattice (magnetic) transla-
tions. We describe this general approach here, and go back to Hamiltonians of the
form HΓ,b later.
To begin with, introduce the reciprocal lattice Γ∗b , consisting of the vectors k ∈ R
d
such that k · γ ∈ 2πZ for every γ ∈ Γb. Choose a basis {b1, . . . , bd} such that
Γ∗b = SpanZ {b1, . . . , bd} and consider the corresponding centered unit cell
Bb :=
{
k =
d∑
j=1
kjbj ∈ R
d : −
1
2
≤ kj ≤
1
2
, j ∈ {1, . . . , d}
}
.
Themagnetic Bloch-Floquet transform is defined (3) on suitable functions w ∈ C0(R
d) ⊂
L2(Rd) as
(3.3) (Ubw)(k, y) :=
∑
γ∈Γb
e−ik·(y−γ) (T bγ w)(y), y ∈ R
d, k ∈ Rd.
From (3.3), one immediately reads the (pseudo-)periodicity properties
(3.4)
T bγ
(
Ubw
)
(k, y) =
(
Ubw
)
(k, y) for all γ ∈ Γb ,(
Ubw
)
(k + λ, y) = e−iλ·y
(
Ubw
)
(k, y) for all λ ∈ Γ∗b .
Following [PST], we reinterpret (3.4) in order to emphasize the role of covariance
with respect to the action of the relevant symmetry group. Define the Hilbert space
H
b
f :=
{
ψ ∈ L2loc(R
d) : T bγψ = ψ, for all γ ∈ Γb
}
≃ L2(Yb),
with scalar product given by
〈ψ1, ψ2〉Hbf
:=
∫
Yb
ψ1(y)ψ2(y) dy,
where Yb is a unit cell for the lattice Γb. Setting(
τ(λ)ψ
)
(y) := e−iλ· yψ(y), for ψ ∈ Hbf ,
one obtains a unitary representation τ : Γ∗b → U(H
b
f ) of the group of translations
by vectors of the dual lattice. One can then argue that Ub establishes a unitary
transformation Ub : L
2(Rd)→ Hbτ , where H
b
τ is the Hilbert space
H
b
τ :=
{
φ ∈ L2loc(R
d,Hbf ) : φ(k + λ) = τ(λ)φ(k) ∀λ ∈ Γ
∗, for a.e. k ∈ Rd
}
(3) The normalization here differs from the one used in [PP] but agrees with the one used in
[PST], which is also the most common convention among solid-state and computational physicists.
The latter is more convenient when a numerical grid in k-space is considered, which becomes finer
and finer in the thermodynamic limit.
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equipped with the inner product
〈φ1, φ2〉Hbτ =
1
|Bb|
∫
Bb
〈φ1(k), φ2(k)〉Hbf
dk.
Clearly, functions inHbτ are determined by the values they attain on the fundamental
unit cell Bb. Moreover, the inverse transformation U
−1
b : H
b
τ → L
2(Rd) is explicitely
given by (
U
−1
b φ
)
(x) =
1
|Bb|
∫
Bb
dk eik·xφ(k, x).
3.3. Fiber Hamiltonians and their spectral properties. Upon the identifica-
tion of Hbτ with the direct integral
H
b
τ ≃
∫ ⊕
Bb
dkHbf ,
we can reach the proposed partial diagonalization of the magnetic Schro¨dinger
Hamiltonian. Indeed, HΓ,b becomes a fibered operator in the Bloch-Floquet rep-
resentation, i. e.
UbHΓ,bU
−1
b =
∫ ⊕
Bb
dk H(k),
where
(3.5) H(k) = 12
(
− i∇y − A(y) + k
)2
+ VΓ(y).
We require that the magnetic and scalar potentials satisfy the following
Assumption 3.1. The magnetic potential A : Rd → Rd and the scalar potential
VΓ : R
d → R are such that the family of operators H(κ), defined as in (3.5) for
κ ∈ Cd, is an entire analytic family in the sense of Kato with compact resolvent
[Ka1, RS], i. e.
(i) the domain D(H(κ)) ⊂ Hbf is independent of κ ∈ C
d, and
(ii) the set R :=
{
(κ, λ) ∈ Cd × C : λ ∈ ρ(H(κ))
}
is open and the resolvent map
R ∋ (κ, λ) 7→ (H(κ) − λ1)−1 ∈ B(Hbf ) is analytic on R, with values in the
algebra of compact operators on Hbf .
The common domain is denoted hereafter by Dbf ⊂ H
b
f . ⋄
Remark 3.2. Possible conditions on the magnetic and scalar potentials that guar-
antee the validity of Assumption 3.1 in physical dimensions 2 ≤ d ≤ 3 are the
following. If A = AΓ is Γ-periodic, with fundamental unit cell Y , then it is sufficient
to assume either:
(A) A ∈ L∞(Y ;R2) when d = 2 or A ∈ L4(Y ;R3) when d = 3, and divA, VΓ ∈
L2loc(R
d) when 2 ≤ d ≤ 3;
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(B) A ∈ Lr(Y ;R2) with r > 2 and VΓ ∈ L
p(Y ) with p > 1 when d = 2, or
A ∈ L3(Y ;R3) and VΓ ∈ L
3/2(Y ) when d = 3.
Indeed, under hypothesis (A) (respectively (B)) the operators A ·∇, |A|2, divA and
VΓ are all infinitesimally bounded
(4) (respectively form-bounded) with respect to
−∆, and the family of operators H(κ) is an analytic family of type A (respectively
of type B) on suitable (κ-independent) domains in Hbf (see [BS] for a proof of the
statements regaring assumption (B)). Both these conditions imply that H(κ) is an
analytic family in the sense of Kato with compact resolvent [RS, § XII.2].
If instead A = Ab is the magnetic potential for a uniform magnetic field, then
whenever VΓ is infinitesimally form-bounded with respect to −∆ in H
b
f , the diamag-
netic inequality [LL, Thm. 7.21] implies that VΓ is infinitesimally form-bounded with
respect to the magnetic Laplacian −∆A := (−i∇y −A(y))
2 [Ka2, Prop. 1]. The do-
main of the magnetic Laplacian is contained in the one of the magnetic momentum,
namely we have an inclusion of magnetic Sobolev spaces H2A ⊂ H
1
A, where
H1A(Ω) :=
{
ψ ∈ H1loc(Ω) : ψ ∈ L
2(Ω), (−i∇x − AΓ(x))ψ ∈ L
2(Ω;Rd)
}
,
H2A(Ω) :=
{
ψ ∈ H1A(Ω) : (−i∇x −AΓ(x))
2ψ ∈ L2(Ω)
}
, Ω ⊆ Rd.
As a consequence, the operator −i∇y − A(y) is also infinitesimally form-bounded
with respect to −∆A; it follows from [RS, Chap. XII, Problem 11] that −i∇y−A(y)
is infinitesimally form-bounded with respect to −∆A + VΓ. Consequently, in view
of [RS, pg. 20] the family of operators L(κ) = −∆A + 2κ · (−i∇y − A(y)) + VΓ is
analytic of type B with compact resolvent, and hence H(κ) = L(κ) + κ21 satisfies
the conditions required in Assumption 3.1. ⋄
(4) The only slightly non-trivial statement among the above is the fact that the operator A · ∇
is infinitesimally bounded with respect to −∆ on Hbf when d = 3 and A ∈ L
4(Y ;R3). The proof
goes as follows. First of all we have trivially that if ϕ is in an appropriate dense subspace of Hbf
given by smooth functions
(3.6) ‖A · ∇ϕ‖ ≤
3∑
j=1
‖A‖L4 ‖∂jϕ‖L4
where ∂j ≡ ∂/∂yj. Now by Sobolev embedding
‖∂jϕ‖
4
L4 ≤ ‖∂jϕ‖L2 ‖∂jϕ‖
3
L6 ≤ C
′ ‖∂jϕ‖L2 ‖∇∂jϕ‖
3
L2 ≤ C ‖∇ϕ‖L2 ‖−∆ϕ‖
3
L2
for some positive constants C′, C > 0. We infer then that for any positive ε > 0
‖∂jϕ‖L4 ≤ C ‖∇ϕ‖
1/4
L2 ‖−∆ϕ‖
3/4
L2 ≤ C
[
ε ‖−∆ϕ‖L2 +
1
4ε
‖∇ϕ‖L2
]
.
Since ∇ is infinitesimally bounded with respect to −∆, for any positive a > 0 there exists b(a) > 0
such that
‖∂jϕ‖L4 ≤ C
[(
ε+
a
4ε
)
‖−∆ϕ‖L2 +
b(a)
4ε
‖ϕ‖L2
]
.
Plugging the above inequality in (3.6), by the arbitrariness of ε and a we deduce the required
result.
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Under Assumption 3.1, the fiber operator H(k), k ∈ Rd, acts on a k-independent
domain Dbf ⊂ H
b
f , where it defines a self-adjoint operator. Moreover, the compact-
ness of the resolvent implies that the spectrum of H(k) is pure point: we label its
eigenvalues as E0(k) ≤ E1(k) ≤ · · · ≤ En(k) ≤ En+1(k) ≤ · · · , counting multi-
plicities. The functions Rd ∋ k 7→ En(k) ∈ R are called (magnetic) Bloch bands :
these functions are Γ∗b -periodic in view of the property of τ -covariance of the fiber
Hamiltonian H(k), namely
H(k + λ) = τ(λ)H(k) τ(λ)−1, λ ∈ Γ∗b .
A solution un(k) to the eigenvalue problem
H(k)un(k) = En(k)un(k), un(k) ∈ H
b
f , ‖un(k)‖Hbf
= 1,
constitutes the (periodic part of the) n-th magnetic Bloch function, in the physics
terminology. Assuming that, for fixed n ∈ N, the eigenvalue En(k) is non-degenerate
for all k ∈ Rd, the function un : y 7→ un(k, y) is determined up to the choice of a
k-dependent phase, called the Bloch gauge.
3.4. (Composite) Wannier functions and localization. One can read proper-
ties of localization of the particle moving in the crystal from the Bloch functions,
by going back to the position representation. To do so, one considers the rate of
decay at infinity of the Wannier function wn corresponding to the Bloch func-
tion un ∈ H
b
τ , defined as the preimage, via magnetic Bloch-Floquet transform, of
the Bloch function, i. e.
(3.7) wn(x) :=
(
U
−1
b un
)
(x) =
1
|Bb|
∫
Bb
dk eik·xun(k, x).
One easily checks that localization of the Wannier function w = wn and smoothness
of the associated Bloch function u = un are related in the following way:
(3.8) 〈x〉sw ∈ L2(Rd), s ∈ N⇐⇒ u ∈ Hbτ ∩H
s
loc(R
d,Hbf ),
where we used the Japanese bracket notation 〈x〉 = (1+ |x2|)1/2. A generalization of
this relation to fractional s ≥ 0, needed in the following, is proved in Appendix A.
Moreover, one can link analyticity of the Bloch function with exponential localization
of the Wannier functions, in the sense that for α > 0
(3.9) eβ|x|w ∈ L2(Rd), β ∈ [0, α)⇐⇒ u ∈ Hbτ ∩ C
ω(Ωα,H
b
f ),
where Ωα := {κ ∈ C
d : |Imκ| < α}.
The non-degeneracy of a particular energy band is not generic in real solids,
where usually Bloch bands intersect each other. It then becomes necessary to set
up a multi-band theory and adapt the above statements accordingly.
Select a family of m physically relevant Bloch bands; a customary choice in the
treatment of insulators and semiconductors is given e. g. by the set of all bands below
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the Fermi energy. We denote this family by σ∗(k) = {Ei(k) : n ≤ i ≤ n +m− 1},
k ∈ Bb. The crucial hypothesis is that these bands satisfy a gap condition, stating
that they are well isolated from the rest of the spectrum of the fibre Hamiltonian:
(3.10) inf
k∈Bb
dist
(
σ∗(k), σ(H(k)) \ σ∗(k)
)
> 0.
The relevant object to consider under this condition is then the spectral projector
P∗(k) on the set σ∗(k), which in the physics notation reads
P∗(k) =
∑
n∈I∗
|un(k)〉 〈un(k)| ,
where the sum runs over all the bands in the relevant family, i. e. over the set
I∗ = {n, n+ 1, . . . , n+m− 1}. An alternative definition for P∗(k) is given via the
Riesz integral
P∗(k) =
i
2π
∮
C
dz (H(k)− z1Hbf )
−1,
where C is a positively-orientied contour in the complex energy plane, fully contained
in the resolvent set of H(k) and enclosing the relevant portion σ∗(k) of its spectrum;
in view of the gap condition, C can be chosen to be locally constant in k. As
proved e. g. in [PP, Prop. 2.1], elaborating on a longstanding tradition of related
results [RS, Ne2], the projector P∗(k) satisfies the properties listed in the following
Proposition.
Proposition 3.3. Let P∗(k) ∈ B(H
b
f ) be the spectral projector ofH(k) corresponding
to the set σ∗(k) ⊂ R. Assume that σ∗ satisfies the gap condition (3.10). Then the
family {P∗(k)}k∈Rd has the following properties:
(p1) the map k 7→ P∗(k) is analytic from R
d to B(Hbf ) (equipped with the operator
norm);
(p2) the map k 7→ P∗(k) is τ -covariant, i. e.
P∗(k + λ) = τ(λ)P∗(k) τ(λ)
−1 ∀k ∈ Rd, ∀λ ∈ Γ∗b .
Following [Bl, Cl1], in this multi-band setting one trades the notion of Bloch
functions with that of quasi-Bloch functions, which are eigenfunctions of the spectral
projector. Equivalently, quasi-Bloch functions are defined as those φ ∈ Hbτ such that
P∗(k)φ(k) = φ(k), ‖φ(k)‖Hbf
= 1, for a.e. k ∈ Bb.
ABloch frame is, by definition, a collection of quasi-Bloch functions Φ = (φ1, . . . , φm),
constituting an orthonormal basis of RanP∗(k) at a.e. k ∈ Bb (compare Defini-
tion 2.3). In this context, a non-abelian Bloch gauge appears, since whenever Φ is
a Bloch frame, then one obtains another Bloch frame Φ˜ by setting
φ˜a(k) =
m∑
b=1
φb(k)Uba(k) for some unitary matrix U(k).
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Correspondigly, also the notion of Wannier function needs to be relaxed. After
[Cl2], the conventional terminology has become that of the following
Definition 3.4 (Composite Wannier functions). The composite Wannier
functions (w1, . . . , wm) ∈ L
2(Rd)m associated to a Bloch frame (φ1, . . . , φm) ∈
(Hbτ )
m are defined as
wa(x) :=
(
U
−1
b φa
)
(x) =
1
|Bb|
∫
Bb
dk eik·xφa(k, x).
An orthonormal basis ofU−1b RanP∗ is readily obtained by considering the magnetic-
translated functions
wa,γ(x) := T
b
γ wa(x).
The set {wa,γ}1≤a≤m, γ∈Γ ⊂ U
−1
b RanP∗ is indeed an orthonormal basis, in view of
the orthogonality of the trigonometric polynomials. We refer to this basis as a
composite Wannier basis. The choice of such a basis is not unique because of
the Bloch gauge freedom we discussed above; correspondingly, some of its properties
(e. g. localization) will in general depend on the choice of a Bloch gauge.
As stated in the Introduction, the existence of a composite Wannier basis con-
sisting of well-localized Wannier functions, or equivalently, in view of (3.8), of a
Bloch frame depending smoothly on k, is a crucial issue in solid-state and other
branches of physics. It was early realized [Ko, Cl1, Ne2] that there may be in gen-
eral a topological obstruction to the regularity of the map k 7→ φa(k) (a local issue)
which is an element of Hbτ , and hence satisfies some pseudo-periodicity property,
namely τ -equivariance (a global issue). As was already mentioned, in physical di-
mension d ≤ 3 this topological obstruction is encoded in the first Chern numbers
(2.2) [Pa, BPCM, Mo].
Whenever the Chern numbers vanish, as for example in the case of systems sat-
isfying time-reversal symmetry, it is possible to find a Bloch frame depending an-
alytically on k [Pa, MP]; the corresponding composite Wannier functions will then
be exponentially localized (compare (3.9)). On the other hand, if any of the Chern
numbers is non-zero, then there cannot exists even a continuous Bloch frame. This
is the generic case in presence of a magnetic field, which breaks time-reversal sym-
metry. One should however notice that for small magnetic field a composite Wannier
basis consisting of exponentially localized CWFs may still exist [CHN], in view of
the stability of the resolvent set and of the resolvent operator which enter in the
Riesz integral computing the spectral projector P∗(k).
The general results presented in Section 2 yield the optimal L2-decay at infinity
of magnetic Wannier functions also in the Chern non-trivial case. We summarize
these consequences in the following statement, which is also the main result of the
paper.
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Theorem 3.5 (Application to magnetic Schro¨dinger operators). Assume
d ≤ 3. Consider a magnetic periodic Schro¨dinger operator on L2(Rd) in the form
HΓ,b = 12 (−i∇ + A)
2 + VΓ,
with VΓ and A = AΓ + Ab as in Assumption 3.1.
Let P∗ = {P∗(k)}k∈Rd be the family of spectral projectors corresponding to a set
of m Bloch bands satisfying the gap condition (3.10). Then one can construct an
orthonormal basis {wa,γ}1≤a≤m, γ∈Γ of U
−1
b RanP∗ consisting of composite Wannier
functions, such that each function wa,γ satisfies
(3.11)
∫
Rd
〈x〉2s|wa,γ(x)|
2dx < +∞ for every s < 1.
Moreover, the following statements are equivalent:
(a) Finite second moment: there exist composite Wannier functions {wa,γ} such
that
(3.12)
∫
Rd
〈x〉2|wa,γ(x)|
2dx < +∞
for all a ∈ {1, . . . , m} and γ ∈ Γ;
(b) Exponential localization: there exist composite Wannier functions {wa,γ}
and α > 0 such that ∫
Rd
e2β|x||wa,γ(x)|
2dx < +∞
for all a ∈ {1, . . . , m}, γ ∈ Γ and β ∈ [0, α);
(c) Trivial topology: the family P∗ is Chern trivial, in the sense of Definition 2.2.
In case (a) holds, then there exist a sequence
{
w(n)
}
of systems of exponentially
localized CWFs such that w
(n)
a,γ → wa,γ in L
2(Rd, 〈x〉2dx) as n → ∞, for all a ∈
{1, . . . , m} and uniformly in γ ∈ Γ.
Proof. In view of Proposition 3.3, the family P∗ = {P∗(k)}k∈Rd satisfies Assumption
2.1. Thus, by Theorem 2.4, there exists a global τ -equivariant Bloch frame Φ =
(φ1, . . . , φm) which is H
s-regular for all s < 1. In view of Proposition A.1, the
Wannier functions wγ,a associated to φa satisfy (3.11).
On the other hand, if Wannier functions for P∗ satisfying (3.12) exist, then by
(3.8) the associated Bloch frame is H1-regular. Theorem 2.5 implies that, under
this assumption, P∗ is Chern trivial, and hence admits a global, τ -equivariant Bloch
frame made of analytic functions [Pa, BPCM]. The CWFs corresponding to the lat-
ter frame are then exponentially localized, compare (3.9). Furthermore, item (ii) in
Theorem 2.5 provides an approximation of the H1-regular Bloch frame by analytic
frames: due to the fact that the magnetic Bloch-Floquet transform is an isometry
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between L2(Rd, 〈x〉2dx) and Hbτ ∩ H
1
loc(R
d,H) (compare again (3.8) and Proposi-
tion A.1), we deduce also the desired approximation result of the given composite
Wannier functions satisfying (3.12) by means of exponentially localized ones. 
A direct consequence of the above result is that in the Chern non-trivial case,
which is the generic case for systems with broken TR symmetry, the optimal decay
for composite Wannier functions is the one dictated by (3.11). This concludes the
proof of the localization dichotomy sketched in the Introduction.
4. Reduction of the problem
In this Section, we come back to the general setting described in Section 2. We
show here how to reduce τ -covariance (P2) and τ -equivariance (F2) to mere pe-
riodicity, and how to incorporate the topology of an analytic, periodic family of
projectors on a possibly infinite-dimensional Hilbert space H in one acting on a
finite-dimensional subspace of H.
4.1. From τ-covariance to periodicity. To simplify the formulation of the proofs
of our main results, we observe first of all that τ -covariant families of projectors are
actually unitarily equivalent to periodic ones. The following result appeared in
[CHN, Sec. 2.1], to which we refer for the details of the proof.
Proposition 4.1 ([CHN]). Let P = {P (k)}k∈Rd be a family of projectors satis-
fying Assumption 2.1. Then there exists an analytic family of unitary operators
{V (k)}k∈Rd ⊂ U(H) such that the family of projectors P˜ defined by
(4.1) P˜ (k) := V (k)P (k) V (k)−1
is analytic and periodic, namely P (k + λ) = P (k) for all k ∈ Rd and λ ∈ Λ.
In particular, a global τ -equivariant Bloch frame for P exists if and only if there
exists a Bloch frame Φ˜ = (φ˜1, . . . , φ˜m) for P˜ such that φ˜a(k + λ) = φ˜a(k) for all
a ∈ {1, . . . , m}, k ∈ Rd and λ ∈ Λ.
Proof. Let τj := τ(ej) ∈ U(H), j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, be the unitary operators associated
via τ to the vectors in the basis {e1, . . . , ed} spanning Λ. Then by spectral calculus
there exist self-adjoint operatorsMj =M
∗
j on H with spectrum in (−π, π] such that
τj = e
iMj , j ∈ {1, . . . , d}. Moreover, since the τj ’s commute among each other, the
Mj ’s can be chosen to also commute. Define then
V (k) := e−i(k1M1+···+kdMd).
One can then immediately verify that the family of projectors defined by (4.1) is
indeed periodic, in the sense specified by the statement. Notice that Mj is by
construction a bounded operator, hence the map k 7→ V (k) is real-analytic.
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If Φ = (φ1, . . . , φm) is a τ -equivariant Bloch frame for P, then φ˜a(k) := V (k)φa(k),
a ∈ {1, . . . , m}, defines a periodic Bloch frame for P˜, which is analytic whenever Φ
is. The converse statement also holds. 
Remark 4.2. In applications to magnetic Schro¨dinger operators (compare Sec-
tion 3), the unitary operator V (k) in the above statement can be taken to be the
multiplication operator times the phase e−ik·{y}, where {y} ∈ Yb denotes the “frac-
tional part” y mod Γb. Since k is determined up to Γ
∗
b , clearly e
−ik·{y} = e−ik·y.
However, under this prescription the generator of V (k) is given by multiplication
times {y}, which is indeed a bounded operator on Hbf . ⋄
In view of the above Proposition, we can modify the assumptions and properties
of families of projectors and associated Bloch frames as follows.
Assumption 4.3. We consider a family of orthogonal projectors {P (k)}k∈Rd ⊂
B(H) satisfying the following assumptions:
(P˜1) analiticity: the map R
d ∋ k 7→ P (k) ∈ B(H) is real-analytic;
(P˜2) periodicity: the map k 7→ P (k) is periodic, i. e.
P (k + λ) = P (k) for all k ∈ Rd, λ ∈ Λ.
Definition 4.4. Let P = {P (k)}k∈Rd be as in Assumption 4.3. A Bloch frame
(φ1, . . . , φm) for P is called
(F˜2) periodic if
φa(k + λ) = φa(k) for all k ∈ R
d, λ ∈ Λ, a ∈ {1, . . . , m} .
In what follows, we will then restrict our attention to periodic rather than τ -
covariant or τ -equivariant objects.
4.2. Reduction to a finite-dimensional Hilbert space. The following result
allows to reduce the Bloch bundle E ⊂ Td ×H associated to a family of projectors
as in Assumption 4.3 to an isomorphic subbundle E˜ ⊂ Td × V , where V is a finite-
dimensional subspace of H. A somewhat similar finite-dimensional reduction, with
a different proof, appears in [CHN, Lemma 2.1].
Lemma 4.5. Let P = {P (k)}k∈Td ⊂ B(H) be a family of orthogonal projectors
satisfying Assumption 4.3, with finite rank m ∈ N×.
Let {en}n∈N be an orthonormal basis for H. Set Vn := SpanC {e1, . . . , en} ⊂ H
and let En be the orthogonal projection on the space Vn.
Then, for n sufficiently large, we have that En : RanP (k) → H is injective for
every k ∈ Td. As a consequence, the family {P̂n(k)}k∈Td ⊂ B(H), defined by
P̂n(k) := EnP (k),
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is a smooth family of finite-rank operators with dimRan P̂n(k) ≡ m, and the collec-
tion of the ranges {Ran P̂n(k)}k∈Td ⊂ Vn gives a bundle E˜n associated to a family of
orthogonal projectors {P˜n(k)} ⊂ B(Vn) satisfying Assumption 4.3. The Hermitian
bundle E˜n is then isomorphic to the given Bloch bundle E.
Proof. First we show that the set
K :=
⋃
k∈Td
{ϕ ∈ H : ‖ϕ‖ = 1 , P (k)ϕ = ϕ} ⊂ H
is compact. Indeed, let
{
ϕ(n)
}
⊂ K and let {kn} ⊂ T
d be such that P (kn)ϕ
(n) = ϕ(n).
Up to subsequences kn → k¯, hence as n→∞ one has∥∥ϕ(n) − P (k¯)ϕ(n)∥∥ ≤ ∥∥P (kn)− P (k¯)∥∥∥∥ϕ(n)∥∥→ 0,
because k 7→ P (k) is continuous in the operator norm. Since
{
P (k¯)ϕ(n)
}
⊂ RanP (k¯)
is bounded and the projectors have finite rank, up to subsequences P (k¯)ϕ(n) → ϕ¯
as n → ∞ for some ϕ¯ ∈ RanP (k¯). Clearly, ϕ(n) → ϕ¯ as n → ∞, hence ‖ϕ¯‖ = 1.
Thus, ϕ¯ ∈ K and K is compact as claimed.
Since the maps En : H → H are equicontinuous (actually 1-Lipschitz, since
‖Enφ‖ ≤ ‖φ‖ for all φ ∈ H and n ∈ N), K is compact and ‖Enφ− φ‖ −→ 0 as
n→∞ for every φ ∈ H, one easily obtains uniform convergence, namely
(4.2) lim
n→∞
sup
ϕ∈K
‖Enϕ− ϕ‖ = 0.
From (4.2), for every ε ∈ (0, 1) and n sufficiently large, we have that ‖Enϕ‖ > 1−ε
for any ϕ ∈ K. Thus the projection En is injective on K for n sufficiently large.
Indeed, since ‖(1− En)ϕ‖ < ε for all ϕ ∈ K and n large enough by (4.2), one
concludes that
1 = ‖ϕ‖ ≤ ‖Enϕ‖+ ‖(1− En)ϕ‖ < ‖Enϕ‖+ ε.
Clearly, the family {P̂n(k)} ⊂ B(H), defined by P̂n(k) = EnP (k), is a smooth family
of finite-rank operators, with constant rank m. Therefore, it defines a rank-m vector
subbundle of the trivial Hilbert bundle Td ×H, denoted by E′, which is isomorphic
to the Bloch bundle E in view of the injectivity proved above, the projection En
yielding by construction a bundle isomorphism. (5)
The next goal is to prove that that the family {P̂n(k)} can be restricted to Vn, in
the sense that for n large enough
(4.3)
(
EnP (k)
)
(Vn) =
(
EnP (k)
)
(H) for all k ∈ Td.
(5) Indeed, the map A := (1 × En) on T
d × H is linear and invertible on the fibers (as a
consequence of injectivity of En), and constant in k ∈ T
d; hence it defines a bundle isomorphism
from E to E′. (Smoothness of the inverse map follows easily by using trivializing charts.)
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One notices that, in view of (4.2), the set {EnP (k∗)Enψa}1≤a≤m is a linear frame
of RanEnP (k∗) whenever {ψa}1≤a≤m is a linear frame of RanP (k∗). Indeed, one
has
‖EnP (k∗)Enψa − ψa‖ ≤ ‖EnP (k∗)Enψa − P (k∗)Enψa‖
+ ‖P (k∗)Enψa − ψa‖ < 2ε.
Hence, the Gram matrix corresponding to {EnP (k∗)Enψa}1≤a≤m is close to the
identity matrix Im, proving that the former is a linear basis of RanEnP (k∗).
In view of (4.3), we can restrict the family {P̂n(k)} to Vn by setting
P˜ (k) := EnP (k)En
∣∣
Vn
.
This procedure yields a smooth family of orthogonal projectors {P˜n(k)} ⊂ B(Vn),
with associated bundle E˜n ⊂ T
d × Vn. By construction E˜n = E
′, hence E˜n is isomor-
phic to the bundle E. This concludes the proof. 
5. Proof of Theorem 2.4
In this Section, we prove the periodic analogue of Theorem 2.4, namely the fol-
lowing statement. The two theorems are equivalent in view of Proposition 4.1.
Theorem 5.1. Assume d ≤ 3. Let P = {P (k)}k∈Rd be a family of orthogonal
projectors satisfying Assumption 4.3, with finite rank m ∈ N×. Then there exists a
global periodic Bloch frame for P which is Hs-regular for all s < 1.
The proof is constructive and is detailed in the following subsections.
5.1. Construction on the 1-skeleton. As a preparatory step, which will be used
in the following, we recall how to construct a global analytic periodic Bloch frame
subordinated to a 1-dimensional family of projectors as in Assumption 4.3.
To this end, we will need the notion of parallel transport associated to the Berry
connection. Its main properties are summarized in the following Lemma (cf. [FT,
Lemma 4.1] and [CHN, Lemma 2.9]).
Lemma 5.2 (Properties of parallel transport). Let {P (k)}k∈Rd be as in As-
sumption 4.3. On the trivial bundle Rd ×H the Berry connection
(5.1) ∇Bk := P (k) ◦ ∇k ◦ P (k) + P
⊥(k) ◦ ∇k ◦ P
⊥(k), P⊥(k) := 1H − P (k)
is a metric connection.
For arbitrary x, y ∈ Rd let tB(x, y) be the parallel transport with respect to the Berry
connection along the straight line from y to x. Namely, tB(x, y) is defined as the
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operator tx,y(1) ∈ B(H) where s 7→ tx,y(s) is the solution to the operator-valued
differential equation
(5.2)
d
ds
tx,y(s) = −
[
d
ds
P (x(s)), P (x(s))
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:A(s;x,y)
tx,y(s), x(s) := y + s(x− y),
satisfying tx,y(0) = 1H.
Then tB(x, y) ∈ B(H) is unitary, depends smoothly jointly on x and y, satisfies
(5.3) tB(x, y) = P (x)tB(x, y)P (y) + P⊥(x)tB(x, y)P⊥(y) ,
and is periodic, i. e.
(5.4) tB(x− λ, y − λ) = tB(x, y) for all λ ∈ Λ.
Moreover, if x, y and z are aligned then the group property
(5.5) tB(x, y) tB(y, z) = tB(x, z)
holds.
Proof. All the properties listed in the statement are well known (see e. g. [FT,
Lemma 4.1] and [CHN, Lemma 2.9] for a proof). We discuss here only the smooth
dependence of tB(x, y) on its entries, the only claim not explicitly formulated in the
references. This follows from the fact that the solution tx,y(s) to the linear non-
autonomous first order equation (5.2), where the map (x, y) 7→ A(s; x, y) is smooth,
depends smoothly on the parameters x, y. 
Returning to the case d = 1, consider in particular the unitary tB(1, 0) ∈ U(H).
By the spectral theorem, it is possible to write it as tB(1, 0) = eiM , with M = M∗
a self-adjoint operator on H whose spectrum is contained in (−π, π]. Moreover,
since tB(1, 0) commutes with P (0) = P (1) in view of (5.3), so does M by functional
calculus. Pick now any orthonormal basis Φ(0) ∈ RanP (0), and define (6)
Φ(k) := tB(k, 0) e−i kM Φ(0), k ∈ R.
Then Φ(k) depends smoothly on k because so does tB(k, 0), and moreover, in view
of the periodicity (5.4) and of the group property (5.5), we have
Φ(k + 1) = tB(k + 1, 0) e−i (k+1)M Φ(0) = tB(k + 1, 1) tB(1, 0) e−iM e−i kM Φ(0) =
= tB(k, 0) e−i kM Φ(0) = Φ(k),
so that Φ(k) is also periodic.
Remark 5.3 (Proof of Theorem 2.4 when d = 1). Notice that, in particular,
the above construction of a global smooth periodic Bloch frame Φ proves Theorem
2.4 when d = 1. Indeed, a smooth frame lies a fortiori in Hs for all s < 1. ⋄
(6) The action on a frame of a unitary operator on H is defined component-wise.
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E1
E2
E3
E4
v1 v2
v3v4
B
Figure 1. The unit cell
B, its vertices and its
edges. We use adapted co-
ordinates (k1, k2) such that
k = k1e1 + k2e2, with Λ =
SpanZ {e1, e2}.
Next we consider the 2-dimensional setting. We use the unit cell B defined in
(2.1) as set of representatives for points in the periodicity torus Td = Rd/Λ. We
define the vertices of the unit cell B to be the points
(5.6) v1 =
(
−
1
2
,−
1
2
)
, v2 =
(
1
2
,−
1
2
)
, v3 =
(
1
2
,
1
2
)
, v4 =
(
−
1
2
,
1
2
)
.
These points differ by one another by a translation k 7→ k + λ, λ ∈ Λ, and hence
are all identified with the same point in the Brillouin 2-torus T2 := R2/Λ. We also
introduce the oriented edges Ei, joining two consecutive vertices (see Figure 1).
A periodic Bloch frame is uniquely specified by the values it attains on B, accord-
ing to the following Proposition, whose proof follows by direct inspection.
Proposition 5.4. Let P = {P (k)}k∈R2 be a family of orthogonal projectors satisfying
Assumption 4.3. Assume that there exists a global continuous periodic Bloch frame
Φ: R2 → Hm for P. Then Φ satisfies the vertex conditions
(V) Φ(v1) = Φ(v2) = Φ(v3) = Φ(v4)
and the edge symmetries
(E) Φ(k + e2) = Φ(k) for k ∈ E1, Φ(k + e1) = Φ(k) for k ∈ E4.
Conversely, let Φuc : B → H
m be a continuous Bloch frame for P, defined on the
unit cell B and satisfying the vertex conditions (V) and the edge symmetries (E).
Then there exists a global continuous periodic Bloch frame Φ whose restriction to
B coincides with Φuc.
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In view of Proposition 5.4, we are allowed to restrict our attention only to the
fundamental unit cell. We thus want to construct a Bloch frame Φ̂ defined on ∂B
and which satisfies the vertex conditions (V) and edge symmetries (E) there, and
then – if possible – to extend it to the inside of B, where no further condition apart
from regularity should be enforced.
The frame Φ̂ is readily constructed by means of the 1-dimensional procedure de-
scribed above. Indeed, consider the family of projectors {P1(k2) := P (−1/2, k2)}k2∈R.
This is a 1-dimensional family of projectors satisfying Assumption 4.3, and hence it
admits a global smooth periodic frame Φ(1)(k2). The value of this frame at the point
v1 can be fixed to be a certain frame Φ(v1) in RanP (v1). The same argument applies
to the family {P2(k1) := P (k1,−1/2)}k1∈R, and we call Φ
(2)(k1) a global smooth pe-
riodic Bloch frame for it. We require further that Φ(2)(k1) also coincides with Φ(v1)
at k1 = −1/2.
Define then Φ̂(k) by
Φ̂(k1, k2) =
{
Φ(2)(k1) if (k1, k2) ∈ E1 ∪ E3,
Φ(1)(k2) if (k1, k2) ∈ E2 ∪ E4.
By construction, Φ̂ satisfies (E); the periodicity of Φ(1) and Φ(2) and the fact that
they coincide on v1 guarantee that Φ̂ also satisfies (V), that is, that it joins contin-
uously at the vertices of the fundamental unit cell.
When d = 3, a similar procedure can be performed to obtain a continuous Bloch
frame on the 1-skeleton of the 3-dimensional unit cell. Indeed, the above construction
gives a frame on the boundary of any of the faces, say the one {k3 = −1/2} ∩ B.
A frame on the boundary of the face {k2 = −1/2} ∩ B can then be constructed
similarly, by matching the frame on the edge at the intersection of the two faces.
Analogously, one obtains a frame on the boundary of the face {k1 = −1/2} ∩ B.
Finally, the extension to the whole 1-skeleton is obtained by enforcing periodicity.
5.2. Extension to the interior. We now use the parallel transport of the Berry
connection (cf. Lemma 5.2) to extend the continuous frame Φ̂ we constructed above
on the 1-skeleton to a smooth and periodic frame on B \ {0} for d = 2 and on
B\ ({k1 = k2 = 0} ∪ {k1 = k3 = 0} ∪ {k2 = k3 = 0}) for d = 3. Moreover, we obtain
precise bounds on the derivatives of the frame. As a consequence we will conclude
that for s < 1 a periodic Hs-regular frame always exists.
Assume for the moment that d = 2. In a first step we extend the continuous
frame Φ̂ on ∂B to a frame on B \ Br0(0) using the parallel transport t
B along the
rays k/|k| = const, where we can use any 0 < r0 <
1
2
. Since tB(x, y) is a periodic
unitary map from RanP (y) to RanP (x) that depends continuously on x and y, this
precedure yields a continuous periodic Bloch frame on B \Br0(0). By applying the
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general local smoothing argument below, which is valid in any dimension, we can
turn it into a periodic smooth Bloch frame Φr0 defined on B \Br0(0).
Lemma 5.5 (Local smoothing). Let Φ be a continuous Bloch frame defined on an
open region U ⊂ Rd such that for some point k0 ∈ U we have ‖P (k)− P (k0)‖ < 1
for all k ∈ U . Let also S ⊂ R ⊂ U , with S open and R compact. Then there exists
a Bloch frame Φ′ which is continuous on U , smooth on S, and coincides with Φ in
U \R.
Proof. The estimate ‖P (k)− P (k0)‖ < 1 which is valid in U allows to define the
Kato-Nagy unitary [Ka1, Sec. I.6.8]
(5.7)
W (k; k0) :=
(
1− (P (k0)− P (k))
2
)−1/2
(P (k0)P (k) + (1− P (k0))(1− P (k)))
which satisfies
P (k0) = W (k; k0)P (k)W (k; k0)
−1.
Setting ΦW (k) := W (k; k0) Φ(k) then defines a family of orthonomal frames in the
fixed vector space RanP (k0) ≃ C
m, and can be thus seen as a map ΦW : U → U(Cm)
with values in the unitary group.
Choose now a smooth function χ on U which is identically equal to 1 in S and is
supported in R. Write
ΦW (k) = χ(k) ΦW (k) + (1− χ(k))ΦW (k) =: ΦWS (k) + Φ
W
U\S(k).
Let also ρ be a smooth function with compact support in R and with unit mass,
and define ρε(k) := ε
−dρ(k/ε). By convolution ΦWS,ε := Φ
W
S ∗ ρε is smooth on S and
compactly supported on R, and moreover it converges to ΦWS uniformly when ε→ 0.
Notice that ΦWS,ε takes values in Mm(C) ≃ (C
m)m, since the convolution does not
respect the non-linear structure of U(Cm).
Define now Φ′′(k) = W (k; k0)
−1(ΦWS,ε(k) + Φ
W
U\S(k)). This family satisfies the
required regularity conditions, but it may fail to be a frame. However, if ε is small
enough the Gram matrix
G(k)ab = 〈φ
′′
a(k), φ
′′
b (k)〉
will satisfy ‖G(k)− I‖ ≤ 1/2 uniformly in k, with G(k) ≡ I outside R (since there
Φ′′(k) coincides with the original frame Φ(k)). The family Φ′(k) = (φ′1(k), . . . , φ
′
m(k))
defined by
φ′b(k) :=
m∑
a=1
φ′′a(k)(G(k)
−1/2)ab
enjoys then all the required properties. 
By covering B \ Br0(0) with finitely many regions U as in the above Lemma,
overlapping on the respective subsets U \ R, we obtain as stated above a smooth
Bloch frame Φr0 . The extension of this frame to a smooth Bloch frame Φ0 =
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{φ1(k), . . . , φm(k)} on B \ {0} is done more explicitly in the following, in order to
obtain precise bounds on the derivatives of all φa(k), a ∈ {1, . . . , m}.
We use polar coordinates k = rω, where r ∈ (0,∞) and ω = ω(ϕ) ∈ R2 with
|ω| = 1 and ϕ ∈ R. Set for 0 < r < r0
φa(rω) := t
B(rω, r0ω)φa(r0ω), a ∈ {1, . . . , m} .
Then the extended frame Φ˜0 = (φ1(k), . . . , φm(k)) is continuous and periodic outside
k = 0. Moreover, it is smooth when restricted to |k| ≥ r0. We now show that Φ˜0 is
also smooth for 0 < |k| < r0 and, more importantly, provide an explicit bound on
its first order derivatives.
Since
∇kφa(k) = ∂rφa(rω)ω +
1
r
∂ϕφa(rω)ω
⊥ ,
we need to control the derivatives of φa(rω) with respect to r and ϕ. As
∂rφa(rω) =
(
∂rt
B(rω, r0ω)
)
φa(r0ω)
and
∂ϕφa(rω) =
(
∂ϕt
B(rω, r0ω)
)
φa(r0ω) + t(rω, r0ω) ∂ϕφa(r0ω)
it suffices to show that the derivatives of the parallel transport tB(rω, r0ω) are uni-
formly bounded, in order to conclude that the derivatives of φa(rω) diverge at most
like 1
|k|
, i. e. that there exists C <∞ such that
(5.8) ‖∇kφa(k)‖ ≤
C
|k|
, for all k ∈ B \ {0} .
Since we will need the following Lemma also for the case d = 3, we formulate it
already here accordingly. The above statement for d = 2 follows by restricting to
the equator of S2.
Lemma 5.6. The map
[0, r0]× S
2 → B(H) , (r, ω) 7→ tB(rω, r0ω)
is continuously differentiable with bounded derivatives.
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 5.2, since the above is the composition
between the smooth map (x, y) 7→ tB(x, y) with the change-of-coordinates map
(r, ω) 7→
{
y(r, ω) = r0ω,
x(r, ω) = rω,
which is smooth with bounded derivatives. 
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Finally we can turn Φ˜0 into a smooth frame Φ0 outside of k = 0 by applying
the general smoothing argument (Lemma 5.5) to (a suitably chosen finite cover of)
the seam at |k| = r0. Thereby the bound (5.8) remains valid, possibly for another
constant C.
ϕ
ϑ
Figure 2. The cone K+3
(the vertical axis corre-
sponds to the k3-
direction).
For the analogous construction in d = 3, we start again from a continuous periodic
frame on the 1-skeleton of B. In the first step we extend this frame as in the case
d = 2 to the three faces {ki = −1/2}, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, of the cube B, and then to the
opposing faces {ki = 1/2} by periodicity. We thus obtain a periodic Bloch frame on
the surface of B which is smooth away from points of singularity at the center of each
face. Again we extend this frame to the interior of B by parallel transport along the
radial direction, going first up to a radius 0 < r0 <
1
2
. Along the directions ω ∈ S2
through the edges of the cube B, this frame is merely continuous, but can again be
smoothed by the local smoothing procedure. We thus have a smooth periodic frame
on B without the ball of radius r0 and without the coordinate axes, i. e. on
B \ (Br0(0) ∪ {k1 = k2 = 0} ∪ {k1 = k3 = 0} ∪ {k2 = k3 = 0}) .
We extend this frame to B \ ({k1 = k2 = 0} ∪ {k1 = k3 = 0} ∪ {k2 = k3 = 0}) by
defining for 0 < r < r0 and ω ∈ S
2\({ω1 = ω2 = 0} ∪ {ω1 = ω3 = 0} ∪ {ω2 = ω3 = 0})
φa(rω) := t
B(rω, r0ω)φa(r0ω), a ∈ {1, . . . , m} .
Using e. g. spherical coordinates (r, θ, ϕ) relative to the k3-axis {k1 = k2 = 0} on
the cone K+3 := {0 < r < r0, 0 < θ < π/3, ϕ ∈ [0, 2π]} (compare Figure 2), we can
bound the gradient of φa on K
+
3 by
∇kφa(k) = ∂rφa(rω)ω +
1
r
∂θφa(rω) eθ +
1
r sin θ
∂ϕφa(rω) eϕ .
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As in the case d = 2 the first term is bounded. From the construction on the faces it
also follows that ∂θφa(r0ω) remains bounded and thus the second term is bounded
by a constant times 1
r
. Indeed, also
‖∂ϕφa(r0ω)‖ = | sin θ〈eϕ,∇φa(r0ω)〉R3| ≤ sin θ
C
sin θ
= C ,
and thus the third term is bounded by a constant times 1
r sin θ
. In summary, we have
that on each cone K±j around a coordinate half-axis
(7) we have
(5.9) ‖∇kφa(k)‖ ≤
C
|k| sin θ
, for all k ∈ K±j .
Note that the six conesK±j cover B\({k1 = k2 = 0} ∪ {k1 = k3 = 0} ∪ {k2 = k3 = 0}).
Finally we can use the local smoothing procedure to smooth the frame at the seam
|k| = r0 around the directions hitting the edges of B. Along the directions near
the coordinate axes it is already smooth by construction. Hence the bounds (5.9)
remain valid for the smoothed Bloch frame.
Lemma 5.7. The periodic Bloch frame Φ0 constructed above for d = 2, 3 is H
s-
regular for all s < 1.
Proof. Since by construction Φ0 is periodic and differentiable away from 0 ∈ B for
d = 2 or ({k1 = k2 = 0} ∪ {k1 = k3 = 0} ∪ {k2 = k3 = 0}) ∩ B for d = 3, the above
bounds (5.8) (respectively (5.9)) immediately imply that φa is in W
1,p(Td;H) for all
p ∈ (1, 2).
Denote by {en}n∈N an orthonormal basis for the Hilbert space H. For any fixed
n ∈ N, let f(k) ≡ fn(k) := 〈en, φa(k)〉; in view of the considerations above, this
function lies in W 1,p(Td) for all p < 2. We show now that for any s ∈ (0, 1) there
exists p = p(s) ∈ (1, 2) such that W 1,p(Td) →֒ Hs(Td) (8), with moreover p(s) ր 2
as sր 1.
To this end, we argue as follows. For p ∈ (1, 2), denote by p′ the conjugated
exponent, such that 1/p + 1/p′ = 1; then p′ ∈ (2,+∞) and p′ ց 2 as p ր 2. Also,
let
{
f̂γ
}
γ∈Λ∗
denote the Fourier coefficients of f . Then, for s ∈ (0, 1) by the Ho¨lder
inequality
(5.10) ‖f‖2Hs =
∑
γ∈Λ∗
(1 + |γ|2)s
∣∣∣f̂γ∣∣∣2 ≤ ∥∥∥∥(1 + |γ|2) ∣∣∣f̂γ∣∣∣2∥∥∥∥
ℓp′/2
∥∥(1 + |γ|2)s−1∥∥
ℓ(p
′/2)′ .
(7) K±j denotes the cone around the j-th positive (respectively negative) coordinate half-axis.
(8) An alternative proof of this fact goes as follows. Denoting by
{
F sp,q
}
the scale of Triebel-
Lizorkin spaces (see e. g. [RS]) one has that W 1,p = F 1p,p ⊆ F
1
p,∞ is continuously embedded in
F s2,2 = W
s,2 = Hs for s = 1 − d(1/p − 1/2), in view of [RS, Theorem 2.2.3]. Thus, up to a
continuous embedding, f is in Hs for every s < 1, yielding the claim.
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Now (p′/2)′ = p′/(p′ − 2) diverges as p ր 2, hence for all s ∈ (0, 1) there exists
p ∈ (1, 2) such that
Cs,p :=
∥∥(1 + |γ|2)s−1∥∥
ℓ(p
′/2)′ =
(∑
γ∈Λ∗
(1 + |γ|2)
(s−1)p′
p′−2
)p′−2
p′
< +∞.
We can then deduce from (5.10) that
‖f‖2Hs ≤ Cs,p
(∥∥∥f̂γ∥∥∥2
ℓp′
+
∥∥∥γf̂γ∥∥∥2
ℓp′
)
as trivially ‖|hγ |
2‖ℓq/2 = ‖hγ‖
2
ℓq . In view of the Hausdorff-Young inequality ‖ĝ‖ℓp′ ≤
Cp ‖g‖Lp and of the fact that iγf̂γ = ∇̂f γ, we conclude that
‖f‖2Hs ≤ Cs,p
(
‖f‖2Lp + ‖∇f‖
2
Lp
)
= Cs,p
(∥∥|f |2∥∥
Lp/2
+
∥∥|∇f |2∥∥
Lp/2
)
.
The above estimate yields the desired result that φa ∈ H
s(Td;H). Indeed, we can
apply it to each of its coordinates fn(k) in the basis {en}n∈N. Owing to the fact that
p/2 < 1, the reverse Minkowski inequality then gives
‖φa‖
2
Hs(Td;H) =
∑
n∈N
‖fn‖
2
Hs ≤ Cs,p
∑
n∈N
(∥∥|fn|2∥∥Lp/2 + ∥∥|∇fn|2∥∥Lp/2)
≤ Cs,p
(∥∥∥∥∥∑
n∈N
|fn|
2
∥∥∥∥∥
Lp/2
+
∥∥∥∥∥∑
n∈N
|∇fn|
2
∥∥∥∥∥
Lp/2
)
= Cs,p
[(
1
|B|
∫
B
(
‖φa(k)‖
2
H
)p/2
dk
)2/p
+
(
1
|B|
∫
B
(
‖∇φa(k)‖
2
H
)p/2
dk
)2/p]
≤ C ‖φa‖
2
W 1,p(Td;H)
as wanted. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
6. Smooth approximation by Bloch frames
In the previous Section, we have shown that any analytic and periodic family of
projectors, be it Chern trivial or not, admits a Bloch frame of Sobolev regularity
Hs for all s < 1. In this and the next Section, instead, we will be concerned with
the threshold case s = 1. In particular, here we will show that an analytic and
periodic family of orthogonal projectors admitting a Sobolev frame in H1 can be
approximated, in the H1-topology, by means of Chern-trivial families of projectors,
which moreover have the property that their ranges all lie in some fixed finite-
dimensional subspace of the Hilbert space H. In the next Section, we will deduce
Theorem 2.5 from this result, which retains however independent interest.
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For the statement of the next results, recall that the finite-dimensional subspace
Vn ⊂ H was constructed in Lemma 4.5. Taking periodicity into account, we consider
all periodic objects as defined on the torus Td := Rd/Λ.
Theorem 6.1. Assume 2 ≤ d ≤ 3.
(1) Let Φ ∈ H1(Td;Hm) be a periodic m-frame. Then there exist a sequence of
periodic m-frames Ξ(n) ∈ H1(Td;Vn
m) ⊂ H1(Td,Hm) such that∥∥Φ− Ξ(n)∥∥
H1(Td;Hm)
−−−→
n→∞
0.
(2) For fixed n ∈ N, let Ξ ∈ H1(Td;Vn
m) be a periodic m-frame. Then there exist a
sequence of analytic periodic m-frames Ξ(ℓ) ∈ Cω(Td;Vn
m) such that∥∥Ξ− Ξ(ℓ)∥∥
H1(Td;Vnm)
−−−→
ℓ→∞
0.
As a consequence of the above, pertaining periodic families of projectors, we have
the following
Theorem 6.2. Assume d ≤ 3. Let P = {P (k)}k∈Td be a family of orthogonal
projectors satisfying Assumption 4.3, with finite rank m ∈ N×. Suppose that there
exists a global periodic Bloch frame Φ for P in H1(Td;Hm).
Then there exists a sequence of orthonormal m-frames Ψ(n) ∈ Cω(Td, Vn
m), such
that Ψ(n) → Φ in H1(Td,Hm) as n → ∞, and such that the associated projectors
Q(n), defined by
(6.1) Q(n)(k) =
m∑
a=1
∣∣ψ(n)a (k)〉 〈ψ(n)a (k)∣∣ ,
are analytic and converge to P in H1(Td,B2(H)), where B2(H) denotes the Hilbert
space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators acting on H.
Before proving Theorems 6.1 and 6.2, we make some comments regarding their
statements.
Remark 6.3 (Relation to the Galerkin method). The first item (1) in The-
orem 6.1 is an approximation result, in the H1-topology, of an m-frame in H by
means of m-frames in the finite-dimensional subspace Vn ⊂ H. As is evident from
the proof of Lemma 4.5, the choice of such subspace is tantamount to the choice of
the truncation of a complete orthonormal system in H to a finite number of basis
vectors: thus, Vn could arise for example from the Galerkin method in a numerical
scheme to construct the frame Φ. The second point (2) states instead that, inside
this fixed Galerkin subspace Vn, all H
1-regular m-frames can be approximated by
analytic m-frames. Since the set of m-frames in Vn is not a linear space, the approx-
imation of a given Sobolev map by smooth maps is a non-trivial issue, which might
be topologically obstructed. This issue is addressed in Appendix B. ⋄
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Remark 6.4 (Geometric reinterpretation). We may reinterpret Theorem 6.2
in the following way. Consider the infinite dimensional Grassmann manifold Gm(H)
of orthogonal projections onto m-planes in H and the Stiefel manifold Wm(H) of
orthonormal m-frames in H. More precisely,
Gm(H) =
{
P ∈ B(H) : P 2 = P = P ∗,TrP = m
}
Wm(H) = {J : C
m → H linear isometry} ,
so that J =
∑m
a=1 |ψa〉 〈ea|, where {ψa} ⊂ H is an m-frame and {ea} is the canonical
basis of Cm, and J∗J = Im. There is a natural map π : Wm(H) → Gm(H) sending
each m-frame Ψ = {ψ1, . . . , ψm} into the orthogonal projection on its linear span,
namely
π : J 7→ JJ∗ =
m∑
a=1
|ψa〉 〈ψa| .
Notice that, at least formally, Wm(H) is a principal bundle over Gm(H) with pro-
jection π and fiber U(Cm).
The data P and Φ appearing in the Theorem correspond to a commutative dia-
gram
(6.2) Wm(H)
π

Td
P //
Φ
;;
✇
✇
✇
✇
✇
✇
✇
✇
✇
Gm(H)
where we consider P ∈ Cω(Td;B(H)) and Φ ∈ H1(Td;Hm).
The Theorem concerns approximations of a given Sobolev frame Φ by analytic m-
frames, which as already noticed is a non-trivial issue due to the fact that the target
space Wm(H) is not a linear space. By exploiting the results in Appendix B, we first
construct an approximating sequence Ψ(n) such that the corresponding projectors
Q(n) = π ◦Ψ(n) approximate the original projectors P , so that the pairs (Ψ(n), Q(n))
make the diagram (6.2) commutative. As a consequence, we will see in Theorem 7.1
that the Bloch bundle associated to P is trivial as “limit” of trivial bundles (item
(i)) and a further approximation of Φ by analytic m-frames Φ(ℓ) is possible, under
the additional constraint that π ◦ Φ(ℓ) = P , so that the pairs (Φ(ℓ), P ) make the
above diagram commutative (item (ii)). ⋄
We are now ready to prove Theorem 6.1.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Given the m-frame Φ as in the statement, and the projector
En on Vn as in Lemma 4.5, in view of (4.2) one has that for every ε ∈ (0, 1/6]
(6.3) |〈Enφa(k), Enφb(k)〉 − δa,b| < 3ε for a.e. k ∈ T
d
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for n sufficiently large. In addition, by product rules in Sobolev spaces we have
〈Enφa(·), Enφb(·)〉 ∈ H
1(Td) ∩ L∞(Td) for each 1 ≤ a, b ≤ m. The previous point-
wise bound (6.3) shows that the absolute value of each Gram determinant
G
(n)
j (k) = Gj(Enφ1(k), . . . , Enφj(k)) := det
(
(〈Enφa(k), Enφb(k)〉)1≤a,b≤j
)
,
for j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, satisfies a uniform pointwise lower bound
|G
(n)
j (k)| >
1
2
a.e. on Td
for n large enough. As a consequence, we can get a new orthonormal m-frame Ξ(n)
via Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization, by using the well-known formula
(6.4)
ξ(n)a (k) =
1√
G
(n)
a−1(k)G
(n)
a (k)
det

〈Enφ1(k), Enφ1(k)〉 . . . 〈Enφa(k), Enφ1(k)〉
...
. . .
...
〈Enφ1(k), Enφa−1(k)〉 . . . 〈Enφa(k), Enφa−1(k)〉
Enφ1(k) . . . Enφa(k)

where G0 := 1. This procedure preserves the given Sobolev regularity according
to the usual multiplication and composition rules in Sobolev spaces, i. e. ξ
(n)
a ∈
H1(Td;Vn) ∩ L
∞(Td;Vn) for each 1 ≤ a ≤ m.
Clearly, 〈Enφi(·), Enφj(·)〉 and G
(n)
j are bounded in L
∞(Td,C), and Enφj(·) are
bounded in L∞(Td,H), uniformly in n ∈ N. As n → ∞, we have that Enφj → φj
in H1(Td,H), and hence 〈Enφi(·), Enφj(·)〉 → δi,j and G
(n)
j → 1 in H
1(Td,C). By
taking the limit n→∞ in (6.4), and using the continuity of the product in Sobolev
spaces, one concludes that Ξ(n) tends to Φ in H1(Td,Hm), as claimed in (1).
As for (2), by using the orthonormal basis defining Vn, we identify Vn with C
n, as
well as the induced Hermitian product on Vn with the standard Hermitian product
on Cn. Inside the complex vector space Mn(C) we may consider the Stiefel manifold
Wm(C
n) of orthonormal m-frames in Cn (compare Remark 6.3). More precisely,
Wm(C
n) ≃
{
A ∈Mn(C) : A
∗A =
(
Im 0
0 0
)}
,
so that A = [ψ1, . . . , ψm, 0, . . . , 0], where the column vectors {ψa} ⊂ C
n are an
m-frame. The Stiefel manifold is a smooth, compact and analytic submanifold of
Mn(C). Recall that homotopy groups of the Stiefel manifold can be computed, and
in particular π2(Wm(C
n)) = 0 when n ≥ m + 2 (see [DNF, page 215, Equation 2]).
In addition, the real scalar product onMn(C) given by 〈A,B〉Mn(C) := ℜTrCn(A
∗B)
induces the canonical Riemannian metric on Wm(C
n).
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Recall that the Sobolev space ofWm(C
n)-valued maps is defined fromH1(Td;Mn(C))
through the obvious a.e. constraint. Since π2(Wm(C
n)) = 0 for n ≥ m + 2, accord-
ing to Lemma B.1 there exists an approximating sequence {Ξ(ℓ)} ⊂ Cω(Td;Wm(C
n))
such that Ξ(ℓ) → Ξ in H1(Td,Wm(C
n)) as ℓ→∞, i. e. (2) holds true. 
Finally, we prove Theorem 6.2.
Proof of Theorem 6.2. As observed in Remark 2.6 and also in view of Lemma 4.5,
the result is trivial when d = 1. The more interesting cases d = 2 and d = 3
follow directly from Theorem 6.1. Indeed, by a diagonal argument based on (1) and
(2), one concludes that there exists a sequence Ψ(n), with each Ψ(n) an m-frame in
Cω(Td, Vn
m), that converges to Φ in H1(Td,Hm).
Now we prove that the projectors Q(n), as defined in (6.1) in terms of Ψ(n), con-
verge to P in H1(Td,B2(H)) as n tends to infinity. First, notice that for every
a, b, e, f ∈ H the corresponding rank-one operators satisfy
(6.5)
‖|e〉 〈f |‖2HS = ‖e‖
2 ‖f‖2
‖|a〉 〈b| − |e〉 〈f |‖2HS ≤ 2 ‖a‖
2 ‖b− f‖2 + 2 ‖a− e‖2 ‖f‖2 .
Since Q(n) is given by (6.1), it is real-analytic in k. Moreover,
∂jQ
(n)(k) =
m∑
a=1
∣∣∂jψ(n)a (k)〉 〈ψ(n)a (k)∣∣+ ∣∣ψ(n)a (k)〉 〈∂jψ(n)a (k)∣∣ ,
so that by orthonormality and (6.5) one concludes that
∥∥Q(n)(k)∥∥2
HS
=
m∑
a=1
∥∥ψ(n)a (k)∥∥2 , ∥∥∂jQ(n)(k)∥∥2HS≤4 m∑
a=1
∥∥∂jψ(n)a (k)∥∥2 ,
so that ∥∥Q(n)∥∥2
H1(Td,B2(H))
≤ 4
∥∥Ψ(n)∥∥2
H1(Td,Hm)
.
By using the inequality in (6.5) and orthonormality, one notices that
∥∥Q(n)(k)− P (k)∥∥2
HS
≤ m
m∑
a=1
∥∥∣∣ψ(n)a (k)〉 〈ψ(n)a (k)∣∣− |φa(k)〉 〈φa(k)|∥∥2HS
≤ 4m
m∑
a=1
∥∥ψ(n)a (k)− φa(k)∥∥2
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and that∥∥∂jQ(n)(k)− ∂jP (k)∥∥2HS ≤ 2m m∑
a=1
∥∥∣∣∂jψ(n)a (k)〉 〈φ(n)a (k)∣∣− |∂jφa(k)〉 〈ψ(n)a (k)∣∣∥∥2HS
≤ 4m
m∑
a=1
∥∥∂jψ(n)a (k)∥∥2 ∥∥ψ(n)a (k)− φa(k)∥∥2
+ 4m
m∑
a=1
∥∥∂jψ(n)a (k)− ∂jφa(k)∥∥2 .
By integrating over Td the previous inequalities, we easily get
(6.6)
∥∥Q(n) − P∥∥2
H1(Td,B2(H))
≤ 4m
∥∥Ψ(n) − Φ∥∥2
H1(Td,Hm)
+ 4m
∫
Td
∑
j,a
∥∥∂jψ(n)a (k)∥∥2 ∥∥ψ(n)a (k)− φa(k)∥∥2 dk.
Since ‖∂jψ
(n)
a (·)‖2 converges to ‖∂jφa(·)‖
2 in L1(Td) and ‖ψ
(n)
a (·) − φa(·)‖
2 goes to
zero in the weak-∗ topology of L∞(Td), the integral on the second line of (6.6)
vanishes, so that as n→∞ the convergence of the projectors follows. 
7. Proof of Theorem 2.5
This Section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.5. Proposition 4.1 reduces the
problem to proving the periodic version of it, which we state below. Recall that Eℓ
is the orthogonal projection on the finite-dimensional subspace Vℓ ⊂ H introduced
in Lemma 4.5.
Theorem 7.1. Assume d ≤ 3. Let P = {P (k)}k∈Td be a family of orthogonal
projectors satisfying Assumption 4.3, with finite rank m ∈ N×. Whenever a global
periodic Bloch frame Φ for P in H1(Td,Hm) exists, we have:
(i) triviality of the Bloch bundle: for any choice of i, j ∈ {1, . . . , d} one has
c1(P )ij = 0
where c1(P )ij is defined in (2.2); hence, the Bloch bundle associated to P is
trivial;
(ii) approximation with analytic Bloch frames for P: there exists a se-
quence of global real-analytic periodic Bloch frames
{
Φ(ℓ)
}
ℓ∈N
subordinated to
P, such that Φ(ℓ)→Φ in H1(Td,Hm) as ℓ→∞;
(iii) approximation with analytic finite-dimensional frames: there exists
a sequence of global real-analytic periodic m-frames
{
Φ(ℓ)
}
ℓ∈N
such that
(7.1) EℓP (k)EℓΦ
(ℓ)(k) = Φ(ℓ)(k) for all k ∈ Td, ℓ ∈ N,
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and Φ(ℓ) converges to Φ in H1(Td,Hm) as ℓ→∞.
Item (iii) might be interesting in the comparison between mathematical results
and numerical simulations, in the spirit of Remark 6.3. Notice how the finite-
dimensional approximating frames Φ(ℓ) are not Bloch frames for the family of pro-
jectors P: however, we will see in the proof that they are still frames for a bundle
which is isomorphic to the Bloch bundle associated to P.
7.1. Berry connection and Berry curvature. Before proving the above result,
we recall some basic facts on the Berry connection and Berry curvature forms asso-
ciated to a family of orthogonal projectors as in Assumption 4.3.
The Berry connection was already introduced in (5.1). Its restriction to the Bloch
bundle associated to P = {P (k)}k∈Rd endows it with a connection, also named after
Berry. Whenever a Bloch frame Φ subordinated to P is given, one can compute the
matrix-valued connection 1-form as
A = (Aab)1≤a,b≤m, Aab := −i
d∑
j=1
〈φa(k), ∂jφb(k)〉 dkj .
The trace of the above expression is the so-called abelian Berry connection [Re]
(7.2) A := −i
d∑
j=1
m∑
a=1
〈φa(k), ∂jφa(k)〉 dkj .
A straightforward computation, using only the Leibnitz property for frames in
H1(Td,Hm) ∩ L∞(Td,Hm), yields the following result.
Lemma 7.2. Let Φ be a Bloch frame in H1(Td,Hm) for a smooth family of orthog-
onal projectors P. Consider the smooth 2-form
Ω = −i
∑
i<j
Tr
(
P (k) [∂iP (k), ∂jP (k)]
)
dki ∧ dkj .
Then one has
Ω =
∑
i<j
m∑
a=1
2 Im 〈∂iφa(k), ∂jφa(k)〉 dki ∧ dkj = dA
where the equality holds true in the sense of 2-forms with L1-coefficients.
The smooth form Ω from the above Lemma is called the Berry curvature associ-
ated to the family of projectors P. When integrated over a 2-torus Bij ≃ T
2, it gives
the Chern number c1(P )ij (compare (2.2)). The “divergence structure” Ω = dA will
be useful in what follows.
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7.2. Proof of Theorem 7.1. We are now ready to prove Theorem 7.1.
Proof of Theorem 7.1. The first step is to prove the triviality of the Bloch bundle,
i. e. item (i). Let Ψ(n) and
{
Q(n)(k)
}
k∈Td
be as in the statement of Theorem 6.2.
We start with the case d = 2. The crucial step is to prove that
(7.3) c1(P ) =
∫
T2
Tr
(
P (k) [∂1P (k), ∂2P (k)]
)
dk1 ∧ dk2
= lim
n→∞
∫
T2
Tr
(
Q(n)(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:fn(k)
[
∂1Q
(n)(k), ∂2Q
(n)(k)
]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:gn(k)
)
dk1 ∧ dk2.
To see that, one notices that fn is uniformly bounded by 1 in L
∞(Td,B(H)), and
up to subsequences converges to f := P in B(H) for a.e. k. Moreover, in view of the
H1-convergence of projectors proved in Theorem 6.2, gn converges to g := [∂1P, ∂2P ]
in L1(Td,B1(H)), where B1(H) denotes the algebra of trace-class operators on H.
Thus ∣∣∣∣∫
T2
Tr (fg − fngn)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∫
T2
|Tr ((f − fn)g) |+
∫
T2
|Tr (fn(g − gn)) | =: I + II.(7.4)
Clearly, the term II satisfies
II =
∫
T2
|Tr (fn(g − gn)) | ≤ ‖fn‖L∞(T2,B(H)) ‖gn − g‖L1(T2,B1(H)) −→n→∞
0.
As for the term I, notice that |Tr((f − fn)g)| is pointwise dominated by 2Tr(|g|) ∈
L1(T2). Moreover, since fn tends to f in L
2(T2,B(H)), every subsequence of
|Tr((f − fn)g)| has a further subsequence which goes to zero almost everywhere
on T2. By dominated convergence, we conclude that the term I vanishes as n→∞.
In view of (7.4), the claim in (7.3) follows.
Finally, one introduces the Berry connection A(n) associated to Ψ(n) as in (7.2).
Since the corresponding curvature is globally given by
Ω(n) = Tr
(
Q(n)(k)
[
∂1Q
(n)(k), ∂2Q
(n)(k)
] )
dk1 ∧ dk2 = dA
(n),
by (7.3) and Stokes theorem one has
(7.5) c1(P ) = lim
n→∞
∫
T2
dA(n) = 0.
Since the vanishing of the first Chern class is sufficient for the triviality of the
corresponding Hermitian bundle for d ≤ 3 [Pa, Proposition 4], the proof of (i) in the
2-dimensional case is concluded.
The 3-dimensional case requires some minor modifications. For all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3
consider the 2-cycle B
(z)
ij , z ∈ R, homologous to Bij , defined by
B
(z)
ij := {k ∈ B : kl = z if l /∈ {i, j}} .
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Since Ψ(n) → Φ in H1(T3,Hm) and Q(n) → P in H1(T3;B2(H)), by slicing one
concludes that for almost every z ∈ R we have Ψ(n) → Φ in H1(B
(z)
ij ,H
m) and
Q(n) → P in H1(B
(z)
ij ;B2(H)). The previous 2-dimensional argument yields
(7.6) c1(P )ij = lim
n→∞
1
2πi
∫
B
(z)
ij
Tr
(
Q(n)(k)
[
∂iQ
(n)(k), ∂jQ
(n)(k)
] )
dki ∧ dkj = 0.
Since d = 3, this condition is necessary and sufficient for the triviality of E, conclud-
ing the proof of (i).
We now prove (ii). Since E is trivial, as a consequence of Stein’s theorem there
exists an analytic Bloch frame {χa} ⊂ C
ω(Td,H) (see [Pa] and references therein).
We rewrite Φ as φa =
∑
b χbUba, where U ∈ H
1(Td,U(Cm)) is given by U(k)ab =
〈χa(k), φb〉. Notice that U(C
m) is a compact, boundaryless, analytic submanifold of
Mm(C) and that π2(U(C
m)) = 0. In view of Lemma B.1, there exists an approxi-
mating sequence U (ℓ) ∈ Cω(Td,U(Cm)) such that U (ℓ) → U in H1(Td,U(Cm)). By
setting Φ
(ℓ)
a =
∑
b χb U
(ℓ)
ba , one obtains a real-analytic Bloch frame which converges
by construction to Φ in H1.
Finally, we prove (iii). By (i) the Bloch bundle E is trivial. By Lemma 4.5, the
approximating bundles E˜n are isomorphic to E and hence trivial, for n sufficiently
large. Notice that, if Φ is a Bloch frame for E, the Ξ(n) appearing in Theorem 6.1.(1)
are by construction Bloch frames for E˜n, i. e. they satisfy (7.1), and converge to Φ in
H1(Td,Hm). Fix n ∈ N, the corresponding bundle E˜n and a frame Ξ in H
1(Td, V mn )
for E˜n. Arguing as in the proof of part (ii), the frame Ξ can be approximated by
a sequence Ψ(n), where each Ψ(n) is a real analytic frame for E˜n, and the sequence
converges to Ξ in H1(Td, V mn ). By a diagonal argument in H
1(Td,Hm), one obtains
the desired approximating sequence. This concludes the proof. 
7.3. Simpler argument for the triviality of the Bloch bundle. A simpler
argument (9) can be used to prove the triviality of the Bloch bundle, i. e. to prove
item (i) in Theorem 7.1. We emphasize, however, that this simpler argument does
not provide an approximation of the given Sobolev frame by a sequence ofm-frames,
as opposed to the construction in the proof of Theorem 6.2, since the approximation
procedure does not respect the non-linear structure of the Stiefel manifold. Hence,
the approximating sequence has no geometric meaning.
First, one notices that C∞(Td,Hm) is dense in H1(Td,Hm). Indeed we may
construct, for instance by convolution or by considering a finite truncation of the
Fourier expansion, an approximating sequence
{
Φ(ℓ)
}
ℓ∈N
⊂ C∞(Td,Hm) such that
(9) The starting idea leading to this simpler argument originated in a stimulating discussion
with H. Cornean, to whom we are gratefully indebted.
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Φ(ℓ) → Φ in H1 as ℓ → ∞. Notice that, in general, Φ(ℓ) is not a Bloch frame for P
and not even an m-frame.
When working with the approximating sequence Φ(ℓ), we may exploit the fact
that the approximating 2-form Ω(ℓ), namely
Ω(ℓ) =
∑
i<j
2 Im
〈
∂iφ
(ℓ)(k), ∂jφ
(ℓ)(k)
〉
dki ∧ dkj ,
has a “divergence structure”, in the sense that Ω(ℓ) = dA(ℓ), where
A
(ℓ) =
d∑
j=1
−i
〈
φ(ℓ)(k), ∂jφ
(ℓ)(k)
〉
dkj
approximates the Berry connection. In view of the above, we can use Stokes’ theo-
rem (10) to conclude the argument (compare (7.5) and (7.6)). This proves that the
Bloch bundle is trivial, and concludes the simpler proof of item (i) in Theorem 7.1.
Appendix A. Regularity of Bloch functions and localization of
Wannier functions
In this Appendix we will generalize the relation (3.8), linking the L2-decay at
infinity of Wannier functions to the Sobolev Hs-regularity of the corresponding
Bloch functions, to obtain a similar implication valid for general s ≥ 0. We will
employ the notation of Section 3.
Proposition A.1. For s ≥ 0, denote by Hsτ (R
d;Hbf ) := H
b
τ ∩ H
s
loc(R
d;Hbf ) the
space of τ -equivariant, locally Hs-regular functions with values in Hbf ≃ L
2(Yb). Let
u ∈ Hsτ (R
d;Hbf ) and define w := U
−1
b u ∈ L
2(Rd). Then 〈x〉sw ∈ L2(Rd). Conversely,
if w ∈ L2(Rd, 〈x〉2s dx) then u := Ubw is in H
s
τ (R
d;Hbf ).
Proof. The statement is true for integer s ∈ N in view of the fact that the magnetic
Bloch-Floquet transform Ub intertwines the position operator Xj on L
2(Rd) and the
derivative i∂/∂kj onH
b
τ = L
2
τ (R
d;Hbf ), and hence by integration by parts establishes
a unitary isomorphism between L2(Rd, 〈x〉2s dx) and Hsτ (R
d;Hbf ) (compare (3.8)).
Furthermore, in view of the results of Section 4 (in particular Proposition 4.1), we
have a linear homeomorphism (11) between Hsτ (R
d;Hbf ) and H
s(Tdb ;H
b
f ) for all s ≥ 0.
(10) Notice that, without using the approximating sequence, the identity Ω = dA still holds true
in distributional sense (i. e. integrating against smooth test forms). However, in general Stokes’
theorem does not apply to distributional forms.
(11) The fractional Sobolev space Hsτ (R
d;Hbf ) of τ -equivariant functions can be topologized by
means of the norm ‖u‖
2
Hs
τ
:= ‖u‖
2
L2
τ
+ ‖u‖
2
H˙s
τ
, where the Gagliardo seminorm ‖u‖H˙s
τ
is defined as
‖u‖
2
H˙s
τ
:=
∫∫
(LBb)2
dk dk′
‖u(k)− u(k′)‖
2
Hb
f
|k − k′|d+2s
.
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Indeed, the linear map V :=
∫ ⊕
Bb
V (k), with V (k) the multiplication operator times
the smooth phase e−ik·{y} onHbf ≃ L
2(Yb) (compare Remark 4.2), maps τ -equivariant
to periodic functions, preserving the Sobolev regularity in k of the function on which
it acts (12). Since the generator of V (k) is a bounded operator (multiplication by the
bounded function y 7→ {y} = y mod Γb), V defines the required bounded linear
operator between Hsτ (R
d;Hbf ) and H
s(Tdb ;H
b
f ) with bounded inverse.
We now come to the core of the proof. Without loss of generality, we will prove
the statement for s ∈ [0, 1]; a similar argument applies to any interval s ∈ [N,N+1]
between consecutive positive integers. The above considerations yield the following
two linear homeomorphisms, obtained for s = 0 and s = 1:
L2(Rd)
Ub−→ L2τ (B;H
b
f )
V
−→ L2(Tdb)⊗H
b
f
F⊗1
−−→ ℓ2(Γb)⊗H
b
f ≡ L
2(Γb × Yb, dγ ⊗ dy)
and
L2(Rd, 〈x〉2 dx)
Ub−→ H1τ (B;H
b
f )
V
−→ H1(Tdb)⊗H
b
f
F⊗1
−−→ h1(Γb)⊗H
b
f ≡ L
2(Γb×Yb, 〈γ〉
2 dγ⊗dy)
where F denotes the usual Fourier series. In each line, the composition T of the
arrows yields a bounded linear operator with bounded inverse (and actually a unitary
isomorphism in the first line). An interpolation theorem of Stein [St, Thm. 2] yields
then that T extends to a linear homeomorphism between the interpolating spaces
T : L2(Rd, 〈x〉2s dx)→ L2(Γb × Yb, 〈γ〉
2s dγ ⊗ dy), s ∈ (0, 1).
In the above, L > 1 is a dilation factor for the unit cell Bb, which allows to control singularities of
the function u for points k, k′ which are close on the torus but “far” in the unit cell (say, points
which are close to opposite sides of the cell). It is common lore that the same type of norm
defined on periodic functions in Hs(Tdb ;H
b
f ) is equivalent to the one obtained by their Fourier
decomposition, namely the ℓ2(Γb)-norm of the H
b
f -valued sequence γ 7→ 〈γ〉
s(Fu)γ .
(12) Multiplication by a smooth and bounded function v with bounded derivatives, as e. g.
v(k) := e±ik·{y}, preserves the finiteness of the Gagliardo seminorm, affecting possibly the boundary
conditions. Indeed, if for example s ∈ (0, 1) we have
‖uv‖
2
H˙s ≤
∫∫
(LBb)2
dk dk′ |v(k′)|2
‖u(k)− u(k′)‖
2
Hb
f
|k − k′|d+2s
+
∫
LBb
dk ‖u(k)‖
2
Hb
f
∫
LBb
dk′
|v(k)− v(k′)|2
|k − k′|2
1
|k − k′|d+2s−2
.
The first summand on the right-hand side of the above can be estimated by a term proportional
to ‖v‖2L∞ ‖u‖
2
H˙s
τ
. As for the second summand, we notice that if s ∈ (0, 1) the function defined as
k′ 7→ |k − k′|−(d+2s−2) is integrable and its integral is bounded by a k-independent constant C.
Consequently, if ‖v‖C1 denotes the supremum of Lipschitz constants of the smooth function v over
compact subsets of Rd, then∫
LBb
dk ‖u(k)‖
2
Hb
f
∫
LBb
dk′
|v(k) − v(k′)|2
|k − k′|2
1
|k − k′|d+2s−2
≤ C ‖v‖
2
C1 ‖u‖
2
L2
τ
.
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As a consequence, the magnetic Bloch-Floquet transform Ub = V
−1 ◦ (F−1 ⊗ 1) ◦ T
extends to a linear homeomorphism between L2(Rd, 〈x〉2s dx) and Hsτ (R
d;Hbf ), as
wanted. 
Appendix B. Approximation of Sobolev maps
In the next Lemma we discuss a general approximation result for Sobolev maps
into a compact, boundaryless, smooth manifold M ⊂ Rν , which follows directly
from techniques and results in the literature. For the applications we aim at (see
Theorems 6.1 and 7.1), the manifold M will be either the Stiefel manifold Wm(C
n)
or the unitary group U(Cm).
Lemma B.1. Let 2 ≤ d ≤ 3. Consider a compact, boundaryless, smooth submani-
fold M ⊂ Rν. If d = 3, assume moreover that the homotopy group π2(M) is trivial.
Then, every Sobolev map Ψ ∈ H1(Td,M) can be approximated by a sequence {Ψ(ℓ)}ℓ∈N ⊂
C∞(Td,M) such that Ψ(ℓ)
H1
→ Ψ as ℓ → ∞. If, in addition, M is an analytic sub-
manifold, then the approximating sequence can be chosen in Cω(Td,M).
We give two different arguments for d = 2 and for d = 3. For d = 2, we provide
a direct proof based on a standard regularization by convolution and reprojection,
which we detail for the reader’s convenience. For d = 3 the proof relies on a more
general profound result in [HL].
Proof. Let d = 2. Consider a mollifier ρ ∈ C∞0 (R
2), ρ ≥ 0, with compact support
in the unit ball and with unit mass, and set ρℓ(·) := ℓ
2ρ( · ℓ). By convolution
Ψ˜(ℓ) := Ψ ∗ ρℓ ∈ C
∞(T2;Rν) satisfy Ψ˜(ℓ) → Ψ in H1(T2;Rν) as ℓ→∞.
Since M is a smooth submanifold, there exists an open neighborhood M ⊂ U ⊂
Rν , where the nearest-point projection Π: U→M is well defined and smooth [GP,
Chapter 2]. We claim that Ψ(ℓ)(T2) ⊂ U for ℓ large enough. Since d = 2, this can be
obtained from Poincare´-Wirtinger inequality. Given a point x ∈ Rν , we recall that
the distance to the manifold M is defined by
dist (x,M) = inf
m∈M
‖x−m‖ .
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For any k¯ ∈ T2, choosing x = Ψ˜(ℓ)(k¯) and m = Ψ(k), and averaging on k, one has
dist
(
Ψ˜(ℓ)(k¯),M
)2
≤
1
π
ℓ2
∫
Bℓ−1 (k¯)
dk
∥∥∥Ψ˜(ℓ)(k¯)−Ψ(k)∥∥∥2
≤ Cρ ℓ
4
∫
Bℓ−1 (k¯)
dk
∫
Bℓ−1(k¯)
dk′ ‖Ψ(k)−Ψ(k′)‖
2
≤ Cρ ℓ
2
∫
Bℓ−1 (k¯)
dk
∥∥∥∥∥Ψ(k)− ∣∣Bℓ−1(k¯)∣∣−1
∫
Bℓ−1 (k¯)
dk′Ψ(k′)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤ Cρ
∫
Bℓ−1 (k¯)
dk ‖∇Ψ(k)‖2 −→
ℓ→∞
0
uniformly over k¯ ∈ T2. In the last step we used the Poincare´-Wirtinger inequality.
Thus we may define Ψ(ℓ) := Π ◦ Ψ˜(ℓ), whence Ψ(ℓ) ⊂ C∞(Td;M) and Ψ(ℓ) → Ψ in
H1 as ℓ→∞ because of the continuity of the composition with smooth maps under
H1-convergence.
Assume in addition thatM is an analytic submanifold of Rν , so that the projection
Π : U→M is real-analytic. Up to a diagonal argument, it is enough to approximate
in the H1-norm each Φ = Ψ(ℓ) ∈ C∞(Td,M) by a sequence {ΦN} ⊂ C
ω(Td,M).
The construction of {ΦN} is based on the Fourier expansion of Φ. Recall that
Td = Rd/Λ, so that Φ is identified by its Fourier coefficients {Φ̂γ}γ∈Λ∗ . In view of
that, Φ = limN→∞ Φ˜N in H
1(Td,Rν), and uniformly since Φ is C∞-smooth, where
Φ˜N (k) :=
∑
γ∈Λ∗,|γ|≤N
eiγ·k Φ̂γ .
is the truncated Fourier series. Clearly, Φ˜N is real-analytic and, for N large enough,
ΦN = Π◦Φ˜N is well-defined and real-analytic. Furthermore, as N →∞ the sequence
ΦN converges to Φ in H
1(Td,M) by the continuity of the composition with smooth
maps under H1-convergence.
The argument for d = 3 is subtler. Since π2(M) = 0, every continuous map on
the 2-skeleton of T3 to M has a continuos extension to T3. Thus, we can apply
[HL, Theorem 1.3 and Section 5] to obtain the desired approximating sequence
{Ψ(ℓ)} ⊂ C∞(T3;M) such that Ψ(ℓ) → Ψ in H1 as ℓ→∞. When M is analytic, the
approximation by analytic maps follows exactly as above. 
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